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HAWTHORNE'S SYMBOL OF ART:
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INTrO. UCTION
1:athanicl

othcr rajtr vriter

if the

rTTC-nineteenth c- ntury period :nown as thc
Av-rican rerninsanc-_ in litcraturE, was facce with thc
problm of justifyinc
iraginativc thou-ht to a practical and mate
rialistic society.
As r..i.(1 the others, Hawthorne frund nis
rost cifective rode of
exprcssk,n in syrbclis7-,. His achlevcr
ont as a syr:iholist has
a sDeci91 rPlvarce for th2 stu::7nt
of ak.sthetic values in
, 'an
crr 4- urt, aLr), anT fcr rt,c1r3 who sccb
to underth: crcativc c--..cccss an6 itc - i_nifica
ncc in any cra.
•xer- - - hi: ideas concernini' art and
its relation to life,
he trary:forru' objccts sclected from
nature or natural
surrrundinL;s into syrrbols cf art. Dy
placir(: thz,sc obj2cts
ft trz,
a:tist tc- who :cr. 6ctua1ly nart f
cT-:t:ng
in prcfcsrion: with tic potential to
75^rforr valuable function!:
;r1
1;a1Y-thcrnr, dcronstratr ,
. t'.-at with a corhinat4on of
ijonalccanical s III and lov.
, for r
men lfing
in a
cr'n

cf

cr

poc:t.::r7nns

(-11:aUt.
i'c:-at
the :-orr or

ret*

- than
rnee

2
of the painter or sculptor, and common obje
cts, Kawthorne
ccnveys hi r deep involvement with demo
cracy.

He implies

through his symbols of the process of arti
stic creation a
universality of experience. He defends
his imaginative
thought be deiionstrating its educational
or ethical value, and
he does this in a language which a practica
l and materialistic
society could understand and hopefully
appreciate.
This expression of art could not be achi
eved with mere
words, but could only be conveyed thro
ugh the symbol as
Hawthorne conceived of it--an organic
metaphor serving as a
mediator between man and nature by comm
unicating living truths.
Because of thic contribution to the powe
rs of communication
throu11 his Cevelopeent in the concept
of the symbol, Hawthorne
stands out :istinctly as an accet - lishe
d literary artist :n
his time and in the world of literatu
re. His theory of art
is so comprehensive and so complex
that the entire body of
Chapter II is devoted to its expl
ication.
Chanter III and Chapter IV deal with
the application of
this theory. Careful analyses of four
attempted symbols which
were chosen as particularly effe
ctive representatives of
Hawthorne'r theory of art are presente
d to illustrate this
theory. There irne^es are the elix
ir of life created by Ayimer,
er eleherict
r:i:t; the shrub erected by Dr.
:appaceini,
a
e'et are:
- ieleest; a e edcn iago created h , ni cwn

e,

C

a reeeenical butterfly created
r. ' eese attempteC syrbel

9•4••

•

occur

re;en

respcetiv

Birthrar ,

"Rappaccini's ;:aurihtcr,

:Lt -n In'arr," ar,: "The Artist cf the Beau
tiful."1
Tioar; r , :)ols repr, r(nt ai-v. rcvcal Lawtilorno
's crt as
the £r cr2crrr,r-csent the artsts
of his theory.

Two of

ter attrrtc . 'ylhols repres:ntati
ve of ultimate achieveri.cnts are :ro:uced by artist typos who
are in the area of science. This analysis reveals that a trul
y i0eal symbol of art
could not bc created by the scientif
ically oriented rind who
blindly attcnoted to create without love
or desire to serve
his fellow ran. This artist type does
not achieve troth;
neither Coos he gain any reward.
an all

or cal it-

His attcrpted symbol becorps

warning a,,--nin!7.t the r'anr-:srs of his

nrcres!7 of creation.
twr F!,,Pbuis wcrc

indiviva/s who

ccs:7ainly artistic talent or rcca
nical sf.ilr. - But
thrcu h a 1Lve of huran
tcy achieve th2 truth. And
with an intanse desire to embody it
into a concrete irage in
ordc_r t
ideas of beauty anprch-:.nnible. to oth,-..
r
tc
the audicric

crate living organic syrbols

f art.

Because

is sr:all who can enjoy Warlan,7.'s
creation and

because of its frailtl, th

butt,_rfly is Oct as nearly ideal

from "Thc'. Rirthriar:.," "nr.
nappaccinies
of the Br.outifu'l"'nnr*,
stucrc:,
froM
Is:r!t!lanirl

H.
• 4- r-
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r,c ,

,

ar tic n;rool crcatcd by 1 riwnL.

it, porit!in as fiL,ure-

h,,n(. cf a nh. , his .
- 0codcn iracc will serv. as a source cf
bEauty and truth For pt,cplc all over the worl,', as
ideal wor

cf art of Hawthornc's theory.

iror

threu_h thcsc atter.)t(C syrbols of creation

use( by Hawti erne as the most effective r. ode
of cornunication
of hs tarry of art, his ideas
concerning the inner and outward strurzlcs of a ran as a creative
artist are reflected.
In supnort of such an analysis Charles
Feidelson states that
a study of iTawthorne's concept of
syrbolism serves as a key
to his sf.tuation and to that of other
artists of his tire, as
well as 0 ecnnectinE- ilL between the

involv

tinction between them.

both

He was interested in both as ,::evices

of arbiruity which combined to carry out
his eesire to suggest
rultiplc rcanin: enr.
' coTplexitis in th,:: life of tho

•
nerrally ecnidcred the sTrbol, erblcm; irrac,
type,
or other zvh,m-r 7.-;
th the snallcr elements, and, allegory
atrn

larrycr

n.

/.* In which thcre. sy,-bol? or

. 4
occurref-..

But since that tir7.e these terms have been

difrentinted by specific definitions as ruch as possible.
An awareness of the differences between the symbol and allegory rakes it easier to evaluate the relative success of the
artist's ira,4.;es as symbols of art according to Hawthorne's
conception.

The handbook to Literature defines allegory in

this nanner:
A form of extended metaphor in which objects
and persons in a narrative either in prose
or verse, are equated with meanings that lie
outsidc the narrative itself. Thus it
represents one thing in the guise of another-an abstraction in that of a concrete image.
Therefore, in the use of allegory the image represents only
one idea cr situa-ion which can be traced frf, story

to

the levc1 uf the iCca pric',Pnte; thfre in a cne-to-tne relatfonsl.ir ;a fixed

) between the irare and the idea.

syr-bol is "an image wich evokes an objective reality
and has that reality suggest another level of meaning."6
In other words, "The symbol does not 'stand for' the meaning:
it (.vol.,,s an ob)cct which suggests reaninez."

Within a umbel(

the iraL'e and idea are fused and inseparable; in the fusion
tl,e idea is often rore interesting than its concrete expression /7hich is allegorg, for example, the symbol of the
scarlet

-1%illia7 Flint Thrall an:7
L..-,r,,ituro (1st rt.v. e-.1.; New Yorl:-.
7.

The 0.:17F.(7y Press,

•

r

-

••

.fik.A.10P-0

6
letter on 1.?hich

;;31..i1:herne based

P.

novel.7

The syrbol connotes

various associated reanings operatin -• on rcnv different levels;
.tice the syrbol

bc), Les rrore than one it:c_a, it is ambiguous.

This arbiuity an'- inCopcnr.,ence of r.eanio.:
- sive the syrrbol
"perr..anent object ivc. value" in contrast to

which has

a fixel: r.can;ng.8
In sur.r.at ion, alleger!,7 is a means of cquating in a
rat if•nal and coldly matherat foal way some abstract idea with

44°

aproite

•

object or person or action, and the r.:yr.bol

indicates a rore richly subtle and suggestive relationship
botwec.n

ir aL•.E: and. the ir'eas it suggests.9'

There is no

rawC.-.orn's wv.itinj, that 1- c eunr7iCerry.7. allegory
an infr:ricr fon- . I.;ut it is
P 1.nowlec. of hi.
becau!:- ::

f7on

i(:cas am., :rntnnt!.enc C-nt

f its power of sua!estivenccs, wiTulr!

cy!).7,01,
otii5-2rier

r.cans of co:.r:.unication f(- 2- the specifl.c purpose of
conveying
his co7.-..pie

tl-Lecry of art am: life.

These two generalized

nitor-of
of

b- ucer7 in t.o analysts

tcloete,
( iraes.
r.r..ntioned, Hawthorne used both t he symbol

anc7 allegory in his ,.•,.1.-itinss, and scr.t Lt es they were
so
•

closely asroc!ater; that tha aribiguity rade it difficult
to
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int - nticra:1- or unirt, atienall-,

tc

tot: ct nt:c11-r' or: one-(i,r,-rc 4 onol and thc
re:ult wa- ailr.

It

lo-ical, thcr,:fore, that the

succ-Lsfu. 'ylbol, aocerr'irr to gsn-ral
definiticn and to
HaYthornz's concrwtion of t'-c_ ial yrbol
as crcatcd by the
artist t-po should moct nearly c.:- bo,.:y and
reflect because of
this qualit; of the syrbol the author's
theory of art and
artistic creation.

For there Hawthorne expressed the most

fundarental truths through the nedium of these
inages.
These particular images were selected forstudy because
the- arc r-eate( by artist typcs
to create. by c:,- rtin
br

iful oh.irct

hay: this corr on

all th,_ir cr-atiw: energy cr El ills,
vrinr rue

t: - ;cal

art. '
:--; characters which arc sirled
out for
ar
but all t

nr-t all artists in t:c u:ual scncc of
the tcrr,
fisurcs possess sirilar qualities, part
icularly

abnorrally acute intellectual

qcisntific

cr art nt icr - chanical s

qualify thcr as

ini7id,•alr. and conssqu:Intly

•G.0

artist typcs.

They

il7o

thc quality of imprsonality and a
corl-ron tcrulency
to stand arart frer the crowe b, causc
of their professional
thesc artist typs, producc. an imac7c
or .2hysical
r.f

orC.flt cf

fl

t

Lf

will
.

.1f

pt

These characters arc consieercd artist-types and their
creations are consider‘ti representative of Hawthorne's art
because thc destinies of the artists and the creative indivir!uals are so closely related that the characters are just
other images of the artist in Hawthorne's works.10

The

majority of the characters throughout his stories are eith
er
cleiTymen, physicians, cr rechanical artists or artists
in
actuality; and most of them can serve as an illustra
tion of
some aspect of the situation of the artist or creative
intellect.
Various critics support this assumption.

For example,

rilliccnt Bell has writtrn an entire book based
on this idea:
"Net only in the nature of thr.ir destinies, but
in ttc 7,erconal
qualities that ,:fstinuish them from the Lenerali
ty of men,
the nonartists in Hawthorn's fiction often disp
lhy an
unmistal:able relationship to his artists."11

Ste mefes a

study of these prototypes of the artists, as Hawt
horne portrayed them, and presents her opinions concerni
ng Hawthorne's
theory of art as disclosed thr-)w-h the characters
'.' Because
these artist!:
- are not created as living people, hut types,
as
a result of the, slight detail in characterira
tion, they can
be studiet: collectively as representative
of the early Amerfcan
creative ;Irtirt.

:

8.1.4

.1.r•

04511POPIV,Vgartiqr:
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r..4.4 •
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,
ity TT-

' \-;rw c•:"

Ice

(1:ew

9
Tncli : - .ort- t' 's

r

at

c:arsctrr:- :nction ar t7pcs, an, not
hcn.

\-c-iean 2ro-

ra-,t-rr.12

n 's

:rv'ividuals, in his

Lrland Se: ubcrt, also

rc'nowlse - ir- the tenC(ncy towards distinct types in Hawthorne'
eftlineation of characters, attributes the presence of this
quality to a lack of variety and a large amount of
repetition
3
of certain qualities)
This can be explained by the fact
that Hawthorne chose to deal with the destiny of men in
general --or artists in general--and not with a particular
ran's inFlividual complexities.14
Both an awareness of critical opinion ane a comparison
of thesc spr_cific characters selectee for study with
the
actual arti:-ts in tie stories

the

co7 such

artist ty-cr, in lawt:lorne's wtrIc, "refractions of the
artistic na+-rre."15 For these reasons it is assurled
thnt
41: r, the fachemist;

Rappaccini, the botanist and

physinloE:ist; rrownc, the wood carver; end Owen ;7ar1and, the
',chl- nher c-c prototypes of thc arti-t.

Their artistic

12,

Lam Crary Brownell, American Prose Mstett
(Ca::.bric, I.:ass.: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1963), p. 63.
13
Le1and Schubert, Hawthorne, the Artist (New York:
Russell & Russell, 1963), p. 169.
14T'Jr.7.r(1 has
socculation as to whether tTlcse
rirtirts an !rtist type.
their oroble77s rf creatcsn are
to
:thcrnc
own pc:son(A.
Of
•O not
- rn
a cuer
4r 1- 7- 11!. r'ous rp)inions arc intr2.resting.
of t'
4

rt

p. x.

inclinat:ons
stories.

ill be su-ported by passagcs cited fro
m the

Then these artists and their achieveme
nts are

analyzed, one will attain knowledge of
the artists' situation
and the nature of their art through the
trial and error, or
trial and success, of their attempts
to create a symbol of
beauty.
Because of the lack of detail the cha
racters themselves
often serve as symbols, but the mai
n emphasis is on the
attemoted symbols representing the
character's creative
achievements.
A knowled5e of Hawthorne's theory
of art is essential
in order to conduct this invest
igation of the atterpte0 symbols
selected for analysis here. Stater
ents concerning. his theory,
pronosed intentions, and definitio
ns were taken from r ,wthorne'.
notebooks, the introductions or pre
faces to his works, anii. the
actual stories. Opinions and ide
as relative to his theory of
art will be validated by such inform
ed critics and biographers
as nam7:all Stewart, rewton Arvin,
F.O. 1:atthiessen, C.E. Woodberry, 1.H. 2earson, aoy Yale,
Richard Fogle, and others. Yvor
Winters' I'.aule's Curse and cer
tain other negative views e
Hawthorne's literary achievement
have not been cited hers on
the basis that they seem irrele%r
ant to the central concept of
This theory of art including
the concept of the
scecn:_, chc7,tel- of tlf:;
T,7hieh
wr:.t1:c_n

heinning o!

were sLi.c.
in 1iternr7 carrer

'.;(,11:1;Te :n lj".2.5; at
-

Li;dem an:. secluded

11
conscious atter7Its to perfect his already noticeable talen
ts.
The results of this period were 7anshawe (1823),
a short novel,
and The Twice Told Tales (1837).

The secon0 edition of The

Twice Told Tales (1842) was followed by 7mnses from
an Old
anse (l46)--a collection different only in that the stori
es
were of r-reater lenr:th and i7arinative range.

These early

writin,-s have been evaluated by ::yatt H. waggo
ner

Ps

"a literar!-

achievement of the first order" Cue to the richness
of his
symbols and themes.16 Hawthorne becare known as one
of the great
writers of the short story.

These tales provide valuable

information regarding Hawthorne's development as
an author
Curing the early stages of his cal-eer, for withi
n this period
he ;s -.re_n to -row until the artistic mold
of h13 genius is
fully fe:--cd.17 Th4=-se short stori
es „r,'ive valuable hints for
the in er ,-r-tatien of his later and r.ore
nearly perfect works.
Hawthorne's underlying purpose was "to open
an intercourse with the world"; as Feidclson points
out he wanted to
serve as a - e-'iator between "private vision"
and "the common
sense ob:cctive wo-.1d."13 The atmosphere that
he wanted to
establish for his efforts to combine the abstr
act idea and
the concrcte i7age is described in the preface
to The Blithe'7*
dale Ro7ance: a 'a try Land, so like the
real world / that in a
su:tahli r
s, one cannot well tell the difference,
bat
hlctcd,

7„
'

rr•-,
•

, 1'702)

- ^

'

-1

-

p.

V.

rtIs.ernc. (17;(.nton:
1 -17127.

an atmosphere cf strargr rnchcniment."10

This was th( world

of the rocance; he chose It as a basis frcr which he developed
his own concept ion of the genre.

Because the "province of

roriance is halfway between the spirit and reality," the
ordinary could be spiritualized or idealized so that the
valuable truth, which was hidden under the burden of being
commonplace, could be revealed.20
However, Hawthorne felt handicapped even with this genre
because the Awerican writer was not granted all the advantages
which the European writers had been given; he was not allowed
•

the same amount of license regardirm probability.
of trying to overcome this barrier by crear:ng

"8

As a r.sult
neutral

ground wherc the Actual and the Imaginary right meet," so that
he could exprc-,s "the hi7:LeFt truths thrrugh the familiar
w(rds and Inages," he. discovered anothrr problem was a lack
;!.

of availaole raterials to supplerent his slight experience,
frerr, which to draw the details for composing the tales.
In searching for details for the setting and framework
of his stories, Hawthorne turned to history; at this time
there was an increase in historical research.

The people felt

that hnowledge of the past was necessary in order to predict
the future growth of the United States.

Hawtl'urne's reading

Enc,udcd cclor 4 1 histories and diar-ics by such men
r

'- n

rcr,

ictfl

yr:11. Thr—
Cetton

rrn .: ,
7).

••••••11/.•

PS

Yjil. em
4orlf:

;•-• were.
Felcctrd T:1

43'9.

13
particularly perceptive of evil and
guilt and their effects
on ran and naturo, supplying l -awthorne
with valuable information for : is storics.21 Other rateri
als consisted of separate
histories of Boston, ?lymouth, Lynn,
Nantucket, and Salem;
rany volures of the ::assachusetts
Historical Collections; and
Bancroft's i7 istory of the United
States. Encjish !.nnual aegisters, En:lish State Trials, newspa
pers, and court trials were
among his favorites because of the
ir subjects—cases of guilt
and retribution and human judgments
on morality.22
This research of the history of New
England provided a
firm and distinct framework for
the tales, which he had
formerly found lackin$
,; he could now give form to his ide
as.
However, in his most original
tales the body or strength of
the story is often the moral tho
ught and not details or facts.
It is in the historical and rom
antic tales that l!awthorne'7
imagination developed along with
his power of insight, and in
them he also gained power of the
physical object, the syrbol,
was "to serve as the medium for
- oral suggestion often
difficult c put into words, of
that sort whose effect is
rather
the feeling than in the though
t."13 From his New
2ngiand heritage, as 1C an Pea
rson Indicates, Hawthorne also
gained "r: sense of the depth
and corlplezity of ran's inner
t.:.rourLh the habt. of
:-can- to r:_r

r-t-rior

1.ut.o, kis
TN. 1.7.

22

•C

1.:athaniel iathornc., nn.
.):). 134-35.

ili

2L:
inner nature.

Consequently, he developed a deeper trust in

nan's heart than in his lips.

Hawthorne, in other words,

inherited Puritan psychology (as evidenced by his concern
for
rtral icsues in the stories), introspection, and psychological
analysis, but tie eie not inherit Puritan theology.

His primary

interest, as stater.: by him in the preface to The House
of Seven
Gables, was "the truth of the heart," universal
truth, not a
particular theological doctrine.25
With this genius, or poetic insight, Hawthorne spent
much tine meditating on the abstract facts of life,
and often
his imagination worked through the concrete
physical object
by contePolating it until the moral intention
was fused with
26
the object and rev sled by it.
This ability to free the
inner life through the medium of the concrete
object led to a
repeated use of the symbol and the developmen
t of his conccptiee ef it. Through this device he was able
to relate "truths
of which every human soul is profoundly,
though unutterably
conecicus- ; he definitely attained a highly
coerunicative
method of express Len through the execution
of the symbol in
27
the ronantic talcs.
As it became a major means of conveying
his theories cencerning art and life, his
stories gained new
depth and strenth: they passed from mere
historical tales to
24

Hawthorne. Crulete Novels an.(1 Selected
Tales, p,

et Z.

2L3.

it.,
rr
).

2n(rry,

p. 137.

27.
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r,nwthornYF
Ut , . .,cr
Tt.
rre: to as Hawthorn:
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1"371;

r!eltitigt).

15
tales pos-essing Hawthorne's original attem
pts to create the
syrbol--his most notable reans of cor ,unicat
ion.

This e7:p3.e-

nation of the role and resultant significan
ce of the symbol in
Hawthorne's works supports the utilization
of this concrete
image as a guide to his theory of ideal
art.
Because of Hawthorne's belief in the clos
e relationship
between exnrrience and art, he often alter
ed the methods and
resources of the narrative art in order
to concur with his
needs in expressing the truths of hu-an
experience (including
the artist's situation) contained in his theo
ry. He had in a
way created his own genre and devices
for use within it; fur
ex=p1c, 21_7e:cry and symbolism were
subjected to such alterations. He chose these modes brcause
they enabled hi:7 to give
greater a=rsrion to the inner conf
licts of nap, and he felt
an
or duty "to portray the bewildering cont
radic28
tions or: the spirit."
Since Hawthorne's concern was "the truth
of the human
heart," he was nrirarily a moralist
and observer of life- The
subjects or rain themes of his stories are
composed of the
various ..77pes of individuals (including
the artist), and his
n-obler of the soul, indicating this
intcrest in the rind and
heart of ran nnolfn his inner
experiences both physical and

r'soho1
also

E'r

s powcr of 'esight increa:,eC, his
ta104
—

in int, nc;t!7

scope.

cernirg this newer of 1:ht, one or
his fri'N's rzpid
ho

"t'ce awful power of inz.i:ht:
•
r. Hc r.

r, C.' ,

into the crscntial

truths of the human heart"; his fiction reveals the trasjc
balance botwnen the r'ynaric creative individual and the
harsh 1 im it in

20
conditions of ruran life.'
Hawthorne realized

both the power and caner in art and the r:-rultant moral
probler- which is prefrnteil to Cr_ artist.

His awareness was

due—in addition to his Puritan backz;round and "humanitaria
n
reverence for the sanctity of the individual spirit which the
artist coldly investigates"--to another motive:

"an awareness

that art claims to be a new and real creation in status and
form, as such, is not subject to any external discipline."30
This awareness is expressed in story after story containing
the there of the consee.uences of artistic creation.
In writinr: about "the truth of the huran heart,
"
liaw.cuorne often dealt with the pr:neir:le or evil aid its
effect
on human behavior because he accepted it as a part
of art and
reality: however, he felt rants capacity for evil war
over31
estimatco.
The tales are studies of human life and not just
evil alone; he saw good effects evolving from the situat
ion of
in such as a resultant understant:in: of one fellow
man.
:.7-thcrn,
_ viewed ran as a combination of

Crori
.

and evil which

is illustrated by tyner of characters, such as
those artists,
ac they act out their relationship to these
opposing principle&
2c.
_07
ale, Tiaut orne'r• .rac's on
Co.. 1(.;S7), p. 77
•
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and represent the effects of
good and evil on their variou
s
temperaments. The most freque
nt themes in Hawthorne's storie
s
are the artist's (or creative
individual's) place in societ
y
and the nature of good :rd evi
l as it is observed in various
situations; of course the mai
n interest here is on the symbol
or image representative of his
ultimate achievement to create
the beautiful and the artist's
process of creation.
In order to attempt an analys
is of the success of the
symbol and the method of its
achievement, it is necessary
to
understand the major intention
s of Hawthorne's art and his
concept of the symbol; the sec
ond chapter explains these
theories and with this knowle
dge, the symbols selected wer
e
evaluated.

CHAPTER II

I

13/T1IORNE'S THEORY OF ART
Hawthorne 's theory of art is evidenced through the functioning of the artists and the symbols, or objects, of their
artistic achievement in the stories chosen for analysis here.
His theory is synthesized from statements concerning literary
intentions anC methods in the noteboots, the prefaces and
introductions. an

in the actual works.

Hawthorne's feeling that his world needed "a rore earnest
pur:osc, a c:eeper rural, arif'. a closer are he7elier truth"
resulted in the following goal:
Ccen truths.32

to communicate a sense of

The influence of Puritanism in New England

made him very conscious of the moral aspects of life, for the
rain interest cf these people was the life of the rrul; he
innortte6 the abili.:4
- 7 to see beneath the surface of tt
The habit of observation and the power of insight came so
natural to him that 11

often did not realize its existence

because, according to G.E. Wooeberry, "so inbred in him is that
Drcecnceotien rf the Chri ,.tian soul, whosc r=a1 fcrtune alune
centituts the snificance of life.'
" This tent,
alLn7 wivh his pc,rsenal reserve, was so ir cdrc
rurncr, !rtro(!ucticn and IntilrprLtritill
-or.c.borry, Nati-,anc1 Hawthorne.

•

•,
..

%.#
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controlled his art from within.

The objectivity of his art of

observation made his works universal and demo
cratic.
Charles Foster points out that Hawthorne said, "An
innate
perception and reflection of truth give the only
sort of
originality that does not grow intolerable."34 This perce
ption was obtained by meditation upon outward objec
ts with an
imaginative mind until they "assumed a relation
both to truth
35
and himself."
Poetic insight, the gift of the artist, is
defined by Hawthorne as "the gift discerni
ng, in this sphere
of strangely mingled elements, the beauty and
majesty compelled
to assume a garb so sordid."36 This doctrine
of intellect, or
poetic insight, is a very important aspe
ct of Hawthorne's
theory.

The emphasis on thought as a part of crea
tion dis-

tinguishes him from writers who often
desired only a startling
effect achieved without contemplation;
Hawthorne's goal, says
37
Foster, was "a high and beautiful seri
ousness."
Although Hawthorne insisted on the nece
ssity and power
of intellectual thought, he did not
believe one could create
a work of art using only this quality
of poetic insight. In
Earth's Holocaust" the narrator of the
story comments, "but
if we go no deeper than the intel
lect, and strive, with merely
34C'oarles Foster, "Hawthorne's Lite
rary Theory,' PMLA
LVII (Yarc, 1942), p. 250.
35Ibid., p. 250.
36 .0
I
37

..
Iblo. f

p. 20.
P.

250
—
•

•

,
14s•,
4 1ro14.11
,

•••
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that feeble instrur(-nt, to discern and rectify what
is wrong,
38
our 14olc acco-7Ush-nt will
drearn."
tke gift of insigi,t was an outstanding and
c.uality of the artist, the power to see into
men's souls was often an unpleasant aware
ness.

The power

posed groat :"an-fers for the artist because
too ruch dependence
on one's intellect leads to intellectual
pride, and intellectual
pride resul::-; in the ;solation of the
artist. In the preface
to The 01C ::anse, the author says, "orks being
wrtten by men
who, in the very act, set themselves apart
from their ac are
likely to possess little significance when
new, and none at
39
all when
continues by stating that true genius
'melts away rany e-es into one, and effec
ts sorcthing parmancnt," and cf course, one rust Lire in
touch with the world
in order to ac:ieve such an act.
Hawt,orne did not advocate complete relia
nce on the
intellect, neither did he believe that man
could create conething more
,3erfccr than nature. T1e realised nature's
cu-:rcr-ac:
1.lon observing nature's beauty, he decla
red,
".*.rt
nc%-, r invent -d anything more beautiful. 40
"
And in
that sa-e
ssae he reco-nimld God as the creator of
the
beautiful and as tl-ic h:gher Dover who
bestows the gift of
o:‘- fc

crown mg

,t--ccul!: be acc.uired only when the
artist
p. 372.
.b •' •

•
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achnowle(cd, a poer "higher and wis
er than himself r:.ahinl-,
41
ii'-'its instru:en.:."
- :hereas Hawthorne felt tt the art
,
ist, when he had
developed as closoly as possible to
the point of perfection,
could be fairly independent, he did not
believe the artist
should live in an ivory tower, or
be separated from huranity
because of his profession, even tho
ugh the tendency was
inherent in the situation.42
Hawthorne asserted
his
desire "to open intercourse with the
world," he was recogni7ing
the artist's duty to and dependence on soc
iety. In order to
his art to a practical society,
it rust perfcrr: this
1:ocia1. function: "to achieve com:
7- unicability, to preach
. .
To acc:uire such wisd.o:r, and unders
tandinz, the
nut: or realincd, one rust obser,
.. ran, and he felt that tt-.ts
observation rust: be accompanied by
the warmth of human sympathy.
The heart (as opposed to the head
or intellect) to
Hawthorne, was "an avenue leadin
g to truth," and this is
expressed in such stories as "Ea
rth's Holocaust" and "The
Hall of 7antasy"; this illustrat
es, says Foster, that the
author agreed with ?ascal's stat
crr.ert that "the hearf has
1-;14
reasons which reason does not kno
w."
In the. introduction to
The Scarlet Letter, the wri
ter speaks of "the genial at,-Losp!)ere
a .
1 -;:-- rary
recuire.s, in order to ri7)en
t'c.c.."beat
when

1;1 -

4..s,

Lit.--,--ary Theory," n..04!'7.
. 2r:2-53.
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harvest cf h is r.
L5
was essential.

," stross inr that warm huan commun icat fon
It was in an atmos2here of reciprocal love

that he could fir/ reality.

—n awareness of thc value of the

heart is necessary for an understanding of 'lir:
art; the
importance of it is emphasized by nu-,erous symbo
ls and direct
references to it in his works.
The warmth of human sympathy was a requisite
of his
1

endeavor "to give a more lifelike warmth that
could be infused
to those fanciful productions."46 The relat
ionship he advocated
was not necessarily a love between a man and woman,
but, as
I:arius Bewley =la ins, just a "currcnt of sympa
thy among
these inn-_r r;;;ercs, an:, it binds or ought to
bind all :en
together.
as Iiaw4-herne could not accept complete dope de
Ape
on the intellect, neither could he approve artis
tic creation
with the sole power of human sympathy or love.

For ideal

artistic creation he required man's entire power
s "cult ivated
to the utmost, arid exerted with the same prod
iFr,ality
were speak in

as

if he

to the nation at large on the floor of the
capi—

tol."
This idea of a balanced combination was
based on the
•..

romantic theory of Coleridrr.e which inclu
des this statent:
r
Tales,
_

•

(

C

ia

sae,

111.

n. 206.

:sychclogy, 1St
rnforrbil to cis
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"A poet's heart and intellect should be combined, intim
ately
and unificH with the great appearance of nature...."50
Hawthorne clearly expressed the belief that a failu
re to use
this cerbin-tion would result in "a concrete
arrangement of
cryFtallizations, or even icicles as cold as they
were bril51
lient."
True genius was achieved, as indicated by Foster,
only when, in Hawthorne's words, "a great heart
burns at the
heuseheld fire of a grand intellect."52
The vision of truth perceived with the balance
of head
and heart by the creative genius must be prese
nted with
subtlety, for Hawthorne believed that "the highe
st merit of
53
art is su-cs
,- tiveness."
Be indicates his preference for the
vagu:: and indefinite as he observes a scene from
nature mirrorcqi in a river:

"Surely the disembodied image stands in

closer relation to the soul," as he questions
the nature of
54
appearance and reality.
He found the reflected image more
attractive than the original. The manner in
which he would
achieve the suggestiveness of the reflected image
was the
:.et Lod F 7cetic idealization. In the story
"The New Adam
and Eve" he asserts, "It is only through
the medium of the
"Samul Thy]. or Coleridge, Letters, 1, 403,
quoted in
William ':imsatt end Cleanth BrooLs,
Literarv Cr:treism: A
11.F. tor,7 (New Yorh.: Vintepe BCO2,

r.

"7:0-.:thornc's Literary Thcorv," p:- 749.
I'r)P
;-

n • 249.
71. ''42.
Srli-ctr!: Tele:e, D. V,O.
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imagination that we lessen thee iron fetters which we call
55
reality.'
lawthorne's interest in the quality of suggestiveness
and the r-etho

of idealization originated in the romantic theor-

of Colcridge; this method involved sclectin: an object from
nature, or his natural surroundings, and reditatin7; upon it
until it was reshaped, explains Foster, "to demonstrate the
abiding truths of human experience on an ideal plane."56
The fact that thee objects are idealized does nnt mean he
wanted to attain complete romantic escapism.

On the contrary,

the ideal which he chose to present in art was the real; it
was not, 2atthfescen states, "actuality transfomed into an
impssible neri.ection, but actuality disenat-ed from appear:7

ance.

1:awthorne, realizing the supezicrity of nature--

the source of the objects for idealization—to art, d1d not
atterlIt to distort the truth by striving to make art supreme,
or to appear so; in his opinion, "art and the realm of the
irar.inption were not final facts but valuable in educating the
soul."-

In the preface to Snow Imare the writer defen4s

idealization b: saying, "There is no harm, but on the contrary
rood, in ar,
-e:- in

some of the ordinary facts of life tn a
59
z:u:se."
The effect rawtherne honed to

C

p. 36D.
r,

Literary

n. 21,5.

s7.n,

264.
1. -Lerary

S(.1 r f-

Tale

p. 254.
407
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T

act- ieve in .art 'Jith this rethod of
it:cali7ation is reveal od in
Thc 1:arble Faun w:.,11 he k!.escribcs
the masicrpicces of anti71ue
sculpture "still shining in the
undiminisise( majesty and beauty
o`! the'.,- ideal life"; this supp
orts the idec that art "both in
its intention and its lasting resu
lt raises its raterial to the
level of cento7plation, freed
from cccidcnts and irrelevancie
s."
wthornc's genius was iinativel
y and creatively rich
because it was his nature to be
meditative or reflective; he
often indulL,ed in the state of
reverie or musing as a source
of pleasure. He was able to expe
rience in his imagination the
conflict of op-posites (ur.Lch are
inclu-!ed in his vision of
real it') an:: to inte -,.prct the
sie.:nificance of the process; he
possesscd,
otthicssen's opinion, what ever
y true artist
- 11St
C:
"the abTlity both to record his
observa- ion and
even Lorc irportant, tho powe
r to understrnd the valuable ent.!
educational aspects of the
situation observed."61 The stor
ies
reflect this Tanner of thin
king; there is perpetual cont
rast
between rorance are; real'_ty,
actuality and illusion, the natu
ral
t:Ir supernatural, and the cinc
rete and the abstract.
fcsire to co7runicate through
suggeEtiveness by the
method of ideal:.zation dete
rmine..d his nodes of expressi
on.
Because of the frccuoncy of
the controst 10etween anpearcn
c2 and
in ha T,utlIcc: of achievin
g sugertivoncss, he
it 'IF
for ir to CVC
: 4.C. 1"
r.
r)
e,
•
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be cmparLa with reality an
this in i.in

be considered a failure.

62
eopted the me, ium of rorarce.

he

n the

rcnance the atTros;,hcre could be, an Hawthorne described it.
"a day c:rea:Y. and yet a fact, and thus offering an available
foothold between fiction and reality"; he was perwitted a
Freeing of the inasinatien, ambiguity, and unreality without
63
This does not indicate that Hawthorne's ratured
question.
concept of art and reality selected the ideal insteae cf the
real; i

the romance he was able to present his idea of the

sort of relationship which should occur between the two.64
The purpo-,,e of this genre was not to be fancy or picturesque
but, as 2re,
:ericL Crews explains, "to penetrate the deceptive,
corer1e1 surface and react the terrible ccre of man's
being.
The

_sire "to tpen intercourse with the werld" for the

purpose if convc7i.ng truths and the .esire to achieve this
colTaunication with suggestiveness also directed Hawthorne to
the use of allegory.
his -c_:f.'ing of

His literary Fcthods were affected by

rcat alleg,Lri-ts as Spener, 1iltrn, and

Bun:an; bccausc of their ability to relate truth, tlley
infl.ue:'cec his belief that allegory was the best means of
•

corimunicatinE his imaginative thoughts.

However, Ar'ough the

(2 -

rcnre of the rcranec ic intr“!ucc(q in the TAltro,1Ln,r with a C.:c-criptir 0C the furtet.

-'uct
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use of allcory, Ilawthorre was dcstineC.tr arrive at even
0-cater
bol.

trourh the device of the sym-

Even though the "allerorical personifications," as Roy

pale sey7-. wt,re a valuable reans of elucioatinr the action of
the chief c'aractcr (in this instance the artist), the symbol
of art is the Tost valued mode of communication of his theory
66
of art in (-,is wcrls
Allegory differs from symbolism in that it imposes form,
whereas the symbol, as Hawthorne uses it, is an organic unit
which grows out of itself; according to Coleridge, the r:7mbol
A7
"partairzs rf the reality Yhich renc:ers it intelligible."
However,
s„.

Fogle points cut that even allegory ofttn appears

faint1%.- cr rr ic

r Hawthorne because his "irnat( quality of

vision," his :uritan inhrritance, caused hr

to see sp i ritual

1- eaning in all living things; his allegory was "inseparable
frt.: roral corcplexity and aesthetic design."68

Latthiessen,

speal.ins. of Hawtherne's use of allegory and symbolism says,
"And if th- ratcrial wcrld eften becomes ir- i)alpable in his
pares, ab,tractions can take on, not exactly flesh and blood,
but enough intensity to make then, imaginatively alive.,,69
Therefore, Hawthorne also improved the effectiveness of elle-,ory.

But the fact that he was not a pure allec:orist is
his statemcnt of literary habit in which he
ni7 ' Tr

r• \:isr,

t
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"let the story tell itself from within according to his
impulse, and not shape it from without by his own predetermined
purpose," as a strict allegorist would not have done.70

But

this was not always his habit, or it often failed and symbolism became allegory.

However, Charles Feidelson points out

that Hawthorne did chiefly aspire "to suggest a situation
in
which everything perceived has the symbolic status of
an
aesthetic object."71
Perhaps Matthiessen makes the best distinction between
the most typical symbolism and allegory of Hawthorne, by
comparing them to Coleridge's distinction between imagination
anti fancy.

Using Coleridge's terms he says, "symbolism is

eserplastic, since it shapes new wholes; whereas allegory deals
with fixities and definites that it does not basically
modify."
He further explains the variance by stressing
that allegory
"can only be spoken consciously," but with the symbol "it is
very possible that the general truth represented may be working unconsciously in the writer's mind"; therefore, "the
advantage of symbolic writing over allegory is, that it
presumes no disjunction of faculties but simple predominance 72
."
With this explanation of Hawthorne's symbols, it is
easier to
understand how they complement his theory; hew?.vcr. it
was
necessary to use a simpler definition for the purpos
e of
identifying and categorizing the cbjects of artistic
creation
70eeo6berry, Nathaniel Hathorne, p. 146.
71
Feidelson, Sprboli6m, p. 6.
72,A1 ihe
ceotationr in this parar,raph are cited from
Latthiessen, American Renaissance, pp. 149-50.
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for furthcr stuf'!,-.

Then they were evaluated accord in

rcquir.r.nts whic., Hawthorne set fur the devices.
these definitions were used:

to the

Therefore,

allegory was considered the one-

dirensional irages, and the symbol was the attempted organic,
living retaphor of Hawthorne's own conception.
The age in which the imaginative writer, including
Hawthorne, purposed "to rrake a fusion between appearance and
C.

what lay behind it" and to communicate it to mankind, in
order
to justify art as a necessary part of society, inevitably
chose the symbol as the primary means of expression.73

Only

the symbol could serve as a lanruagc to suggest ideas of
such
an arbiguoin and elusive nature as appearance an.' reality
; such
a nessa-,c could not be related by direct statement.

As an

artist, or creative writer, it was Hawthorne's duty to
find a
special language to communicate the complexity of experie
nce
through his literature and only through the organic metapho
r-the symbol--could he obtain ultimate expression.74
The importance of the ability to create such metapho
rs
is reco-mi7cd when one becomes aware that "the product
ion of
great art is usually described in the 'creative
metaphors of
great life.
"
75

The symbolic truth relayed through these metA-

phors, or symbols, is known as "the fundamental
justification
for all scriouL: Literary art"; therefore, the
more ability
inc pe - ,
,-(scs-:. to cr. .1te ,
,Jch symools, the grater his art
ican Rcrta I
74
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will be, as well as the vindication for its existence.

Haw-

thorne stood out in this area of achievement; he gave the
symbol new dimensions with his skillful fusion of thoughts
with cbjects.

Hawthorne, as Coleridge, believed "those obscure

ideas that are necessary to the moral perfection of the human
being"--"ideas of being, form, life, the reason, the law of
conscience, freedom, immortality, God"--could be conveyed
most
effectively by symbolic language and should, therefore, be
reserved "for these objects, which their very sublimity rende
rs
indefinite, no less than their indefiniteness renders them
sublime.,,76
The symbol was a relatively new device in the hands
of
American writers; they had not placed much emphasis
on its
utilization, even though it is a basic device in
imaginative
literature.

The earlier authors such as Emerson and Thoreau

had given their main energies to profound thinking
and not
its embodiment in the physical object; this is where
Hawthorne
maes an important contribution.

The account in the introduc-

tory chapter of The Scarlet Letter exposes him as a
symbolist,
when revealing his response to the discovery and perce
ption
of the symbol, a scarlet letter, which is the basis
of the
novel.

He says, "Certainly, there wes some deep meani
ng in

it, most worthy of interpretatich, and which as it
were,
stca:c.ed forth frcm the mystic sybol, subtly connu
nicatin,, itself
laylor Coleridge, The Friend.
, I. Es5;ayl:
introductory Essays, XIV quoted in Wlmsatt an6 Brook
s, Lfterary
CTiticism, p. 407.
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77
to my sensibilities, but evading the analysis of
my mind."
It is obvious that this symbol was a wor
thy one after his
presentation of it in the novel whicn is
his most notable
example of excellence in executing the
symbol.
An important aspect of the symbol is indi
cated in the
above passage; it denied a rational analys
is of the mind,
therefore it was irrational. The symbol
had an objective
visible meaning, but also, as characterist
ic of the symbol,
there was concealed behind the letter
an "invisible profounder
n78
meaning.
This meaning was a result of the abilit
y of the
symbol to organize a wide variety of
ideas into single and
sometimes simple acts of understandin
g--to make unconscious
reflections of reality apprehensible
to the human mind.
Although Hawthorne borrowed symbols
from the Gothic
romance, the symbols which he crea
ted were much more trenchant
than those of the practitioners of
the Gothic style.79 He
felt the functioning of their images
had been hidden behind
rational thought; they were static,
not operative. According
to William B. Stein in his book Haw
thorne's Faust: Study of
the Devil Archetype, Hawthorne's sym
bols exceed their prototypes in the Gothic style by two impo
rtant qualities: his
symbol generates a body of ideas
pertaining to human destiny-the static cctnic symbol is transf
ormed into a dynamic image-7
711aw -Lhorne, Complete P'ovels and
Selected Tales, p. 102.
78Jcl
ande Jacobi, ed. Cnmplex, ArH.et
ype,
Tn the
2sych.o_luu of C.G. Jun, tra
ns. by Ralph YaLheirr. tNJTMA
-72antheon Looks, 195g-T p 77 (Hereinafter
ref
err
'0
to
as
Psychplocy of C.G....;u:r.c:).
79
Bell, Hawthorne's Vimw er the
irtist, p. 69.
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an..: Hawthorne's sy:.bol functiinr, ab a separate
unit of reaning
which the fL,rr.or ':ves not Co.

This latter quality is signiri-

cart in relation to the developrent of thic
thesis because it
indicates that the symbol has a value withi
n itself, and
therefore supperts an attempt to study
it as a reflection of
Hawthcrne'

thecry of art and the process of creation.

Thesc distinctive qualities also diffe
rentiate Hawthornc:':,
syl,bol fro- those of other writers who
used the device-particularly Poe who also borrowed from
the Gothic romancers-and who Lie their produced mainly a stati
c symbol.

The

dynamic living quality was a great devel
oprrent in the concept
of th sy:bo: in ,merica; Hawthorne :.hape
d his iraLinative
thcughtcz into visible forms in the living

'Tth this

intrtr- cnt of curr,unicatiun, he: wao
able to cxprcss rure than
the rationale of the theologian or
the dialectician in his
atteLpt "to interpret the wonder and
mystery of life." Of his
symbolistic endeavors Woodberrv says,
"this new mystery is the
physical object that he seizes upon
and in his imagination
wor; s a'; if it were clay, recresatin
g so that it becomes more
than pure rymbol...it is almost vital
ived into a shape of
its rwri."
This organic or living quality can
be traced bark to
't- fc thcr.ry of :,,7t as ron:
• 4:1-.cry.
r

4-

Thc

cr, nci1Mtif.r. !f crntrr.

t- cr ar-pets of
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81
mediator between, the reconciler of, nature
and man."

The

quality which assisted in achieving the
balancing of these
opposing principles was the inagination.

The medium through

which the imagination worked to reconcil
e and achieve art was
the symbol; for if art was to be the medi
ator between man and
nature 5r any set of oppositeS7 "the form
must be an object
with living quality—not a dead copy. H82
The symbol represents,
as mediator between man and nature, the "thi
rd thins" which
cannot be expressed in a rational statemen
t, for it is the
living reality--truth.83 The symbol serves
as a "bridge or
link" between the opposing principles.84
Hawthorne uses the
symbol as an ethical instrument; only by
the "charged symbol,
at once concept anci experience" can
man receive this type of
education revealing a deeper moral or
spiritual truth.85
Through these opposing principles, says
William Stein, Hawti.crne
illustrates that the duals of nature
(and of human experience)
are the basis of harmony in the univ
erse, for when these
opposites are resolved the reconcil
iation elucidates the
nature of the secret unity; he thought
that opposites exist
for the purpose of leading the way to
harmony. A valuable
81Saru

el Taylor Coleridge, On Poesx_or Art,
cited in
Walter Jactson Bate, ed. Criticista: —Paj
cr Texts (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, fric., 19527
p. 393.
82
Bate, Criticism, p. 361.
details of publiTa- tion.

See preceding note 'for

Jacobi, ?svcholoLy_of C.C..Jun,g,
pp. 98-99.
IOld
., p. 11_5.
85
Joyce Cary, Art and Pealit'7: Vavs
Df tieCretive
Prtc(.:s Gew Yurk: Harp-e—hroLL
ers
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aspect of the syr,' ol, therefore, is to give insirht into this
resolution or reconciliation of opposing principles; hut it
has another important quality:

-its effect is to ease and

govern the restlessness of the heart and ninc"--it admonishes
the conscience to beware of evil.86
Hawthorne's literary intentions included another quality
other than truth:
beautiful.

his theory necessitated the creation of the

It is a -nown feature of the romantic theory that

beauty accompanies the pursuit of truth; therefore, Hawthorne'
s
works acquire beauty by the same methods by which they
attain
truth.

In the romantic theory, from which Hawthorne developed

his ideas, beauty is r'cfincd as "the mediator betwe
en Truth
and Feeling, the Head and Peart."87

Beauty was the means

through which the artist could achieve truth,
the goal of art;
it was "a way of rendering truth realizable to the
total rind,
88
through the medium of the humanly persuasive symbo
l.."
Coleridge gives this definition of beauty:

"It is the abstract.

the unity of the ranifold, the coalescence of the
diverse; in
the concrete, it is the union of the shapely
(fornocur) with
the vital."
" His definition is similar to Hawthorne's ideas
on beauty, for he believed, as printed out by
l'oster, that
beauty was composed of vitality and loftiness.90

It is through

CritUsr, p. 359.
p.

onsy or Art, as cite..7 in E,=1!:,
Thcory," p. 243.

the beauty of nature that the artist carrrs out the crcativ
;
process; from nature he selects the physiel object for
rcr_litation anc

irealization in the process of creating t!--

syrbol--or art.

Th-_s objects are selectet: fror the beautiful

in nature bccausc nature "syrboli7es the czpiritu
al life of
ran and hence to the higher life in which
the spiritual lifP
of ran participates within us an( abrcad. 91
"
Beauty is not the pursuec. end of art, but it is the
moans tnrough which the artist creatos art which
is beautiful,
as a result of perceiving truth in the process
of the reconciliation of opposites effected in the idealir
ed symbol.

This

7ot,o( of i - cali:ation, in which events and
raterials are
res:ape: b - ;rditation until they
un 7

r1

tal:c on the guis.. if truth

nc,c1:11y

literarT

beauty an

achirv'm

Pawthrrne's

t/,.,

iat..;Ln

throuzhout these stories as successful living
syrhols are
created; these ideal syrbols are created by
certain artisttypes who follow Hawthorne's thrcry of the
ideal crenten.92
1.:thcrne's statcrents on r.oralltv 1.(r.'!
a universal
c:uality to his worhs; they are

the

Farc

observations which

could be ral...c about ran teay, and Pearson
7)rints out that
they give., his writings "atrosphcric
intensity" and "unity of
tr,n(.,"
dr-;L1(_:vTr.,1 1'c duty throur:h th:e7r truths.
s

'11:C1

7r in- eg intiv' err
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insirht into the huran situation truly (-PVC his wor:F
.uprior b-auty.

C

Prownell acInowled7c- Hawthornr':

,chiever.rnt of bcLuty in the talcs--"worls of nure litErature"-ac a rEsult cf th, ir originality, srirituali
ty, and harrony,
ifn rtc that the "prevailing tonc" of hi e% criticirro was
that th:se 'Jritins were "exquisitely beautifu
l—with their
excepticnal c:uality."94
' hen evaluating the cucc2ss of the attenpted

,yabols

createc: by these various artists selectee: for this stud
y,
these qualities—truth, beauty, sugTestiveness, and
organic
vitality--:ill be (letcrmining factors in this evalu
ation of
the seicrti

f - -cr in these_ fcur stories.
this Mcwleogc DE Hawr:c..- m.'s art ru-t bo ralsn
to

for the .-sur:)osc, of cbscrvinc: thc c't bclf
ticn.

theory of ideal art is Ce'.7elopeC through the
:f

fiction.

slightly shetched artist types of his

ThL fact that the conscious artists and the
articu-

late
iTcOt if

oh.:cr“a-

io cor-ron, ant: that hc
t.

situaticn of the artist with vany other cha-ec-

tors leas to the fact that all these characte
rs inclu6c:: in
thin investirtion arc considerer. artist-t
ypes.

The d:tist,

.
.- :chtrc'ir- to Ea\:tl.orne, was "a !an,
suscentible to cErtain
e!,
.t't
.7r,. a crrtain fate oc'.:'r to
rcn."
li c'n-irtr '
fa
, of bcir. n 2.r c
an ;i7t,-:af.t 1-•c
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eencerrirT the artist's problerr. in society inspi
red Hawthcrnc
to atterot to defer:. the iraginative writer and
his worl .
HawCierno's concern for the tragic dil(_rma of
the artist
in :-Ecrica is evidenced through the artis
t characters in his
fiction, such as those studied hare as a rcans
of corrun;catinc.
his theory of art.

The ideas of Hawthorne include( in his

conception if artists arc inseparable from his
view:)
- relative
to the creative, intellect; his vision of the artis
t is, rays
l'iss Bell, "the rost profound definition
of the artist
achieved by anyone writing at this time."96
The artist figure had its source in real peopl
e from the
real worl(,;

any particular qualitis associated with the

artists can be traced to their origin in his
notebooll
which he recorded his observations on life'.

in

The artists enact

their process of creation in the New -2ng1a
nd setting of the
author's day, but under his influence their
world becomes the
universal world of iuuanity—or of artists.
His faith in
Christianity, placing significanc2 cnly on
the inner soul of
r:an—not outward appearances—considering
7-anind "onc. and
indivisible," f!Elve his worhs the spirit of
Ceocracy and uni(17
verality, and all owed hir to overcore
provincial
7-:ac,thorne's concern with only the
inner actfons of
reason :or tLc sI it :::eta;.7
(cUnon Lfhis ch,_,--act(rF; hi
(..:.Cny
of
r,

in

in tha

int:rent was in the
cncral—not tho

3
p. 156.

an

Instead, he croatet1 character types which served as

ran.

prophetic images; they were a set of explanatory symbols which
"vibrate with a particular intensity in a moral ambivalence
that is objectively grounded in Hawthorne's society."98
These types of artists have ver: ic.portant and specific
functions in these tales.

They perform symbolic actions

depicting the process of nature and the life of ran--particularly the strugle of the artist to create—which synthesi7cs
experience in a symbolic structure--an image conveying
symbolic truth which only the symbol can communicate.
The :-trife of the artist involved in the process of
creation suggests the ambiguity of c::perience; it has becore
an accepted fact that man's destiny is shaped through a life
of strug-linq.

Through obsca-vation of these characters one

cains i.nsiL:ht into the ideas tat rotivate men in their roles
in life.
I.

4

Th..t talcs contain an ambivalent attitude toward

the artist, one may be godlike or ideal and another devilish
or :7austian: ambiguitk is present in the symbolic actions of
the artists, in Hawthorne's statc7ents on the nature of art,
and in the attempted symbols.
The c7:Di-Ality enabled Hawthorne to introduce "the
inarvelous without offendirq: probability."
cortr
r4r.d I
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t.

hctwc - n ap

rrc

There is a constant

ant: rerIiry in7olvir.3

ariness

tncrr; LIr (a,-h indicatcs
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to sec tree.;-- h c'pacitics.

-clorit ,., of if.'.7,sin" and

.per .is

The liz:ht,

rcprcs(Ints hir

p.
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"tragic coplexity"; but Hawthorne developed the ability to
achieve "a classic balance" which occurs somewhere between the
--op
two.
However, this ambiguity gives subtlety to his wor;:s
anti the multiple meaning enriches his art.

Sollewhere in thi.s

meanitv is a theory in which there is a reconciliation
of opposites in a balance; the hey to the rest nearl
y perfected
balance will be the symbol of the artist's ultiatc Lchieverent.

.:hcther or not the image created is a successful
r-yrbol

accon]in2; to liawtorne's theory of ideal art, is deter
mined
by the individual or artist-type who created
it and the
methods of his creative process, and "in connection
with this
situation, they

tal:e on a part'cular i-pertance
an,, enhanced effectiveness."100 Therefore,
if an jra;-rP conve,7s
hints of il:,balance, or if it ,Thes net reasu
re up to the
stanLarrfs of ideal art as conceived by Hawthorne,
the artist
who created it did so without observing' the
combination of
intellect with human sympathy as recommended
by the author.
Here lies the primary function of the artis
t; he is to attempt
to create the beautiful--an ideal worl: of art.

Once the

artist performs this function of creatina
a symbol of his
achieveent, this sletchy character dsapp
enrs in:o the 'Doc:ground and the symbol exists apart from the
artist in whom it
Then thc
m.."1

r2c

or

--7rton to :ir17:z1-.o-.7ne.'s

p

440

11
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alone representing thc artist's achiev
ement an

the reflect-

ing manner of its creation.
This analysis operates on two levels
by evaluating the
atterpted syrbols of the artist typ
es as portrayed in the
stories, and at the same time observ
ing and appraising
Hawthorne's shill in the execution
of the organic symbol.
Although the artist types in Chapte
r III do not succeed in
creating a living symbol of art
but an allegorical image this
does not reflect Hawthorne's
inability to create symbols, but
the failure of the imbalanced met
hod used by Aylner and Dr.
Rappaccini in attempting to cre
ate the beautiful--an ideal
symbol of art. In Chapter IV
the exarples of living symbols
of art whic:, nect HaA- thorne's
riquirerents re‘,eal both the
success of the process of creati
on illustrated by T)rown_ and
Warland as well an the succes
s of Hawthorne in achieving such
an effective mode of commun
ication through the symbol, or
organic metaphor, as he develo
ped it in his theory of art.

CHAPTER III
THE PROTOTYI'LS OF THE ARTIST:

AYII:ER AND DR. RAPPACCINI

Thr synbol or image of the artist's
achievement reflects
the quality of the artistic process
through which it was
created --the motives and purposes of
a particular type of
artist. For example, if a symbol poss
esses the qualities
necessary in Hawthorne's theory of the
ideal synbol of art-truth revealed by suggestion, beau
ty, organic vitality, and
an effect of easing and satisfyi
ng the mind and heart of the
art ist--thc method behind this crea
tion will also contain the
attributes which Hawthorne required
for creating the iueal
symbol of art. The necessary meth
od was a combination of
intellect or poetic insight and the
warmth of human sympathy.
As pointed out by Joyce Cary, the
embodiment of the reconciled
conflict in the true symbol comm
unicating the beauty and
harmony of its unity "enables a
man to live with truth."101
In fact, the truth revealed by
this charged symbol--"at once
concept and experience"--created
through the artist's struggle
to achieve the balance, is the
only vital truth that man can
attain and "art is the only mean
s by which we can achieve it.',102
lalCary,
102

.

p. 174.
p. 174.
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However, if the artist does not create with
the combination of head and heart, the symbol will
reflect the imbalance
by possessing a predominance of evil,
representing the artistic
situation in which it was created.

Imbalance evolves when the

artists, or creative intellects, overloa
the limitations and
boundaries of their complex lives, evaluati
ng themselves as
all good, or all bad; both ideas of perf
ection end with the
isolation of the individual resulting from
his intellectual or
103
spiritual pride.
Overindulgence in anything was sin to
the Puritan mind in New England, and
to Hawthcrne the pride
resultant of the creative intellect's situ
ation was -the root
of all evil, for pride is a voluntar
y separation.,104 It
caused the artist to breaL human ties
in order "to attempt
to appropriate something for one's
exclusive use, to elevate
one's self above one's fellows, to
attain a fanciful peculiar
105
excellence."
Isolation caused by pride made the
artistic
creation impossible, for Hawthorne, like
Coleridge, believed
that in order to have true artistic
genius one must "live in
the universal, to Lnow no self but
that which is reflected
only from thc faces around us, our
fellow creatures, hut
reflected from the flowers, the tree
s, the beasts, yea from
the very surface of the waters and
sands of the desert."106
103,

Hawthorne's Fiction, n. 6.

104Stewart, Ei0Q-aplv, p. 25.
L°5 Ibi•]., p. 25S.
1C6Saruel Taylor Coleridg,2, The
PhilosoLhical lectures,
cited by
and Brooks, Llt(,rarv
p. 394.

WoU.VIII•11,1041,
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The sin and evil of creating wit
hout the proper balance explains
why the symbol would be contro
lled by evil if created in soon
a situation. if controlled
by the evil force, the image will
be one-dimensional, hence more
allegorical than symbolic, serving as a warning of the danger
s involved in the artistically
oriented li:e. It would natura
lly be a failure as a symbol,
although both are valuable device
s of expression; however, the
most nearly perfected symbol of
art of Hawthorne is the object
of this investigation. This
explanation should serve as
guide for the search for Hawtho
rne's ideal symbol of art.
The first artistic creation
presented for analysis is
the elixir on which Aylmer—an
accceplished alchemist and
chemist—concentrated all his
powers.107 The creation of the
elixir was an endeavor repres
entative of all his professio
nal
prowess and the means by whi
ch he would attempt to achiev
e his
proposed intention: to remove
the birthmark, "a symbol of
imperfection," from the cheek
of his beautiful wife Gcorgi
anna,
so "that the world migtit pos
sess one living specimca of
ideal
loveliness without semblance
of flaw" (p. 205). He purpos
ed
to create the beautiful and
perfect in nature. All the
individuals in this study sha
re the common goal of the cre
ation
of the beautiful which coinci
des with Hawthorne's artist
ic
intentions. AlthouL* the aut
hor indicates that Aylt.cr is
"a
man of science, an eminent
proficient in every in-anch-o
. .
f natural
philosophy," his method
includes many qualities inh
erent in the
107
l'asLagcs from the four sel
ected stories which are mor
siLnifioant or difficult to
e
locate will be ritc.1 by va;
- c- nuf7bers
in the text. See n. 1, p.
3 for
infcrr.atica fur
Waggoner's and earson's
editions of Hawthorne's worl
<a.

crew'

precesc in which the art ints of thee stories en:faLe ;

therefore , 'tylrer i
of the 1 ife endured

cons idered an artist-type and a revel a t i or
the creative intellect, or artist

(p. 203).
Aylmer's in ag inat ion-- ind Ica t ive of lawthorne s method-reflected upon the single flaw in his wife's beauty until the
frightfulness of it could be no longer enured.

Finally when

he coulr not bear the thought of the imperfect ion any longer,
he persuaded Geer,
:ianna to allow him to remove the "t my hand"
on her cheek.
In sett ing up the exper imental env irenrc nt in wh ich he
would sech to perfect his wife's beauty, one ty- cow - s aware of
the s frilar it

s setting with FawtLorne 's ideas of

a creat ve atmosphcrc

Aylr cr placcc his wife in an apartcc_nt ,

which he has prepare( for the sole purpose of the Prper iment
Upon viewing the scene, Georg ianna rcr-arked that it "I poked
1 ike enchantment"; it was "a pavilion among the clouds" and
a
"Tag ic circle" (p. 211 ).

The alcher.ist cent inues the creation

of fanciful and ircr inat ive effects until he achieves a sort
of fa iryland , just as Hawthorne had proposed to create for
the
• r".

1

sett ing of his rcr nnt ic tales--"a n-utral world
between thought

I

and the object iie world."
cr's : - f,rrce for cucst iv, neol so !- -ca

t'7-rcuh his
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objects for meditation and idealization; here he placed
Georgianna and her birthmark, and here he administered the
elixir created for the purpose of perfecting his wife's beauty-the objects of his intellectual pursuits.

Throughout the

story Aylmer continues to use, as Frederick Crews stresses,
"skills that are unmistakably artistic," including the langu
age
108
used in evaluating great art.
The power behind Aylmer's creation was his intellectual
knowledge; he says, in an attempt to give his wife the same
confidence he has in his power of intellect, "I have spent much
thought on the subject. . . . I am convinced of the perfe
ct
practicality of its removal" (p. 207).

Also emphasizing his

ability as a creative intellect are the great stack
s of books
and acccmplishments enumerated in the development
of the

tcry;

however Georgianna foreshadows the outcome of his
experiment
when she states that "his most splendid outcomes
were almost
invariably failures, if compared with the ideal at
which he
aimed" (p. 214).
Throughout the development of the story Aylmer exper
iments with several draughts of ambiguous quality—on
e of which
was called a "precious poison" and a "virtuous
potency"-which fails to remove the birthmark.

With each failure Aylmer

realizes that he must find a remedy "that shall
go deeper";
this suggests one of Eawthorne's airrs--a
deeper art (p. 213).
At last Aylmer achieves the perfect draug
ht and he says,
"Unless all my Foicnce has ecccived me it
cannot fail" (p. 218).

0
•

Sins of the Fathers, p. 156.

te.•
,
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a.

c-lietworr0t

The objcct -c7rcu-ntativ4

of Me ultfratc achievewent was

carri,' to Gccrgianna in a crystal goblet: it was "a licuor
colorless as watcr, but bright enough to be the draught of
immortality- (pp. 217-218).

This irage, says l!oodberry,

serves as "the guiding clue of the imagination in working it
out"--a reflection of the process of creation.109
The initial effect of the elixir --as an atterpt to crc_atc
a symbol of art leading to beauty--was a failure; Aylmer 's
goal to create the perfect in nature did not end with success
Even though the elixir reroved the birthnari , it also took
away his wife by taing her life, because the perfect could
not exist on earth.

Therefore he was not allewed to po ,
-Iss

his perfect beauty.

The destructive power of the elixir, the

controll in
rethot:.

iv ii in it, revcal: t

11- balance of the art;rt's

lthough Aylmer's atterpt to create a true symbol of

art failed, the irac serves as a reflection of the
reason
for the alchemist's defeat.
The success of the elixir as an ideal syrbol of art is
determined by its ability to relate truth through the
balancin
of opposites in the irage, its suggestiveness and
organic
vitality, and it

beauty and satisfying effect.

First of all

Aylmer's prccess of creation did not include the
porception
of truth

::J..tHrne

was cs:;cntial f:or convryint7

•

truth.
crrA.:r, .

tn1-7 in trf'.cr to creptk,, thr.
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asserts this truth for the benefit of the reader:

"She L-1;4aturL7

permits us indeed to mar, but seldom to mend, and like a jealous
parentee, on no account to make" (p. 208-9).

If Aylmer had

been aware of this truth, he would have realized the fruitlessness of his venture.
Aylmer had also previously forsaken intellectual pursuits
"in unwilling recognition of the truth, against which Seekers
sooner or later stumble" (p. 208).

Stewart remarks that

Aylmer's blind faith and love of science led him to believe that
"he would ascend from one step of powerful intelligence to
another until he should lay his hand on the secret of the
creative force, and perhaps make new worlds for himc:elf."110
It restrained him from recognizing the truth.

He thought he

had achieved success, as with "the philosopeic investigation
characteristic of a man of science," he observed his wife's
4.6

struggle with death levied by the evil potion; Georgianna had
to explain that she was dying. This indicates the vast extent
fr
of his refusal to accept the reality of imperfection and of
the failure of his intellectual power.
Neither was the elixir successful in being suggestive.
Its description--"a liquor colorless as water, but bright
enough to be the draught or imrortality "—reveals the clarity
of its statement of the evil out of which it was created and
the carers invhlved in artistic creation.
The lack of subtlety in this imap.c gives it a static
quality instea^ of the organic vitality insisted upen by
BEchesc, of the uuerrcir,f; power of intellect
41.41••

1' wart, Di(:r..2ph;',

149.
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behind its crcation, there had been no conflict to embody or
to resolve in the imae; there was no luxuriance of meanings
conveyed

y the irage to give it a dynardc quality.

One

reason for this is that the object was created in an artificial
nature, not true nature or natural surroundings from which the
object was supposed to have been selected according to Hawthorn'
theory.

This image of the elixir was borrowed from Gothic

romance; the elixir as a curse instead of a blessing was one of
Hawthorne's favorite ideas.111
Faust:

Stein in Hawthorne's

Study of the Devil Archetype includes in his study of

Hawthorne's use of Gothic materials states that when physical
objects sue:. as magic portraits or enchanted mirrors posseor
supernatural c.ualities this is suggest Lye of the presence of
the devil's controlling power.

Since the

id possess

the supernatural power of removing the birthmark, this
statement mry be applicable to it, and evil--or the devil-was definitely the controlling idea of the elixir.
Therefore, ti, cli-ir does not satisfy the requirements
imposed by Hawthorne's theory of creation of the idea1 living
symbol.

It did not achieve and communicate truth with subtlety

and organic vitality; it did not attain the goal of his
pursuit—perfect and ideal beaut:: on carth—ae/ its creation
id not give the artirt satisfactien.
:efinTt: r of th•?

al ::71:r 1 , it

According to Hawthorne's
rut ruali':, het

Li

111
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statement—an alleeorical image, possr2ssing
a pror inent tendency
toward evil, warn ing-, one of the r7an7-ers inhe
rr nt in art it
and intellectual creation when pursued to perf
ection.
when Aylmer's powers of imagination fail
ed, his
attempted symbolism became allegory; the
reason for Aylrler's
inability to create symbolic truth was the
failure to use the
balanced combination of head and heart.
iIS blind faith in
science and his desire to achieve perf
ection overpowered his
love for his wife. This was obvious
from the beginning when
he decided to subject his wife to the
dangers of the esrperi"lent. Intellectual pride resulted in
his isolation within the
laboratory and the seclusion of Georrian
na in a special apartment "within which no evil might intr
ude." In preparing the
aparte:ent for the c.:.-e3Exivent
r:er used heavy draperies to
shut out the sunshine—symbolic of
human warrith—which
"would have interfered with his che
mcal process" (p. 210). It
is ironical that in his attempts
to keep out any evil influence
he is committing the "unpardonabl
e sin," as Hawthorne defined
it in his American notebooks, "a want
of love and reverence for
11 2
the huTian soul," by breaking their bond
with the world.
Aylmer atter.lptel to justify his
actions by assuming the
nobility of he idea to achieve
perfection, but no matter how
aim Is, it 1_5, "a rristalzc..n idealisr
.-1 if it bre,..,1-.8 1..u.nan
4,7 .7_er.7, if
rrends ar,rrt the social fabric.413 ,;i
thcvt-. the
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combination of intellectual gifts with sympathy for humanity,
according to Hawtherne's theory, Ayler could not perceive deep
truth, and without this perception he could not attain
"imr:inativc real ity" rec:uired to create symbolic truth; the
heart was the only "avenue to truth."114 Through the operation
of the creation of the symbol the true artist gains an insight
into reality; hence Aylmer was not able to create a true living
symbol because he was disillusioned by the image even after
the

was administered.

The insubstantial quality of the

image goes along with Hawthorne's statement on excessive
intellectual pursuits:

"If we go no deeper than the intellect,

and strive with —eroly that feeble 'nstrument, to discern and
rectify what is wrong, our whole accer-pl ishr'ent will be a
„115
dream.
Certainly Aylrer's ambitious pursuits of the intellect
had d is t orted his r inc.: and d is ill un iened h im until he thought
he could perfect nature; he reflects, "What will be my triumph
when I shall have corrected whht nature left imperfect in her
fairest wort" (p. 201).

His pril

of intellect causes him to

lose touch with humanity—the basis of happiness—and the
el L:cir of life, the emblem of his ac;.fevcrent, reflects the
disastrous results of that sort of life.

Hawthorne concludes

the story wit', tt, ;_,
: critic lel- et :y1: cr':: :Irrcr::-; of creation:
hadAyl. nr rcac:lcd n nrof(un,Nr
r' not 'Invc_ t'roYn
t'J
hay'
, vry.cn hin ::ortr.1 1!.ff of ttJ
1

.
1.t! C

t

/.;

r

*:‘ ct,.,'
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0,

he

texture with the celestial....he
failed to look
beyond the shadowy scope of
time, and living
once for all in eternity, to fin
d the perfect
future in the moment (pp. 220
-21).
Because Aylmer refused to
go deeper than the intellect int
o the
heart, he did not have the pow
er to understand the valuable
educational aspects of his
own situation.
Hawthorne frequently related
isolation and tragic failure
to the quest for unlimited
knowledge and perfection in the
artist figure in order to
warn one of the dangers faced
in the
struggle to create art. Ayl
mer is one of the many charac
ters
through which he explored
the unbalance resulting from
inumanity; his reflectio
n on this balance of the head and
heart constitutes one of his
major themes.
Pr. Pappaccini--another pro
minent scientist and physic
ian-is a very similar artist
type; both he and Aylmer pos
sess
qualities indicative of the
Faust image in Gothic romanc
e and
they both convey the danger
s faced by those who ambiti
ously
seek illicit knowledge den
ying love and understandin
g.
r)r. Rappaccini also aspire
d to create the beautiful.
Like
Aylmer, he was a scientist
and his pcwer is explicit
in a
personal description: "A
face singularly marked wit
i, intellect
and cultivation, but which
could never, even in his mor
e youthful
days, havc e:rprcsse rluch
w&.rmth of heart" (p. 273).
kith his
scientifJc I:ncwleegr, ic spe
nt his time observing int
ently
each individual plant in
his Earden. -r. Ranpaccin
i's process
varres
-:ethoC; Aylner confiner'
hi—sc3f to his
laboratory an Geor;- ian
na's apart cotin an artili
cial setting,
but Dr. Rappaccini is a
bctnist an,
: the ofects of Mn obs
erva..

tions are live in nature.

Because Hawthorne states that nature

and natural surroundings are the bes
t source of objects for
idealization, Dr. Rappaccini's att
empted symbol of the beautiful should have some advantage
over Aylmer's elixir.
Giovanni, a character involved
in the story, remarks,
upon observing the garden that it
should serve "as a symbolic
communion with Nature" (p. 273).
If Dr. aappaccini can achieve
through his process a living
syrbol--a mediator between man
and nature --this would truly be
the garden's purpose; ho.
:rever,
a clotr look at this creation
is necessary.
The center of attention in the
garden is a magnificent
shrub with "a profusion of nyr
ple blossoms each of which had
the luster and richness of a gem
; the whole together trade a
show so resplendent that it see
med to illuminate the garden,
even had there been no sunshine"
(p. 269). In this object of
nature Dr. aappeccini had ach
ieved the beautiful; it was his
"chief treasure"--the symbol
of his ultimate achievement.
But
further and closer obServati
on of the shrub by Giovanni, who
continues to give comments
inherent in Hawthorne's theory
and
in contrast to Dr. Rappaccini's
methods, rakes him aware that
this seemingly beautiful pla
nt has a deadly poisonous eff
ect-"did conceal a deadlier mal
ice"--which far outweighed its
ca,ity. And a "questionabl
e and ominous character f7is
tinf:uiscC
the T:hole :sztlen- (p. 271).
Because of the buntity and
splendor and ne1-fu7e of t'oc
f2hrub, "LL: coul.: be mistak
en for a present reality,"
but as the
strry
a:7f1rrsc that evil is 1le
domn.lt:ng
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quality of the bush.

He describes it as an -adultery, of

various vegetable species, that the production was no lorge
r
of God's making, but the monstrous offspring of man's depraved
fancy, glowing only with an evil mockery of beauty"
(p. 233).
Since Dr. nappaccini had combined his laboratory
with
nature he had achieved a more complex image of his
creative
power.

But again the object does not resolve the conflict and

there is a predominance of evil in the shrub
which negates any
possibility of a true organic metaphor, or ideal
symbol, which
has the power of reconciling opposites, and there
by serving as
a mediator between man and nature.

Because the achievement

does not meet the requirements of Hawth
orne's concept of the
symbol, it is obvious that Dr. Rappaccini did
not have a
"comrunion" with nature which would have
resulted in the power
of symbolic language. The reason for the
lack of communication
was t..rlt r. Rappaccini e::amined the
shrub by purely scientific
observation and there was "no approach to intim
acy between
himself and these vegetables" (p. 270).

Because of its

unnatural and evil_ ruality--as a result of
being created merely
by intellect--contact with the plant would
have poisoned him
with "a terrible fatality."
Dr. nappaccini's power of creation was
composed of
.:Threly a sr,cv-lati-e, ncf- a human inter
est," ex2lrining 14.y
not succeed. 17c, 1P:e 41ner, cared
-irlfirC.tely ore
for science t!rn for l'anknd," and he
too failcd to crate the
perfictl: br_aut:fi.l in a sym1;.ol of art
because his intellectual
pride c: t;ric h
t, ref''.,.sc to scc the truth—to rralL
za he v:as

5L;
striving to go beyond th,- I iitaticns of ran in trying to
create the Perfect beauty in nature.

Dr. Papoaccini was so

obsessed with his "perverted wisdom" ir evil
pewers that he
ga7ed upcn his creations as

an artist who should spend his

life in achicvirx a picture cr a group of
statuary and finally
be satisfi:A with success" (pp. 297-8).

He is corpletely

unawarL of the truth and his pursuits end with
thel disastrous
result of the death of his daughter.
Because he did net have the balanced combination,
his
emblem of achievement also becarc an allegori
cal image revealing the evil of "the deprave-. fancy" behind its crea
tion and
its "evil r oci.cry of brauty" insteae if its idea
l forr.--t:le.
living 'yrrbol of truth.

The shrub is definitely "nonis.tic in

its c7-(Yth," says Foie, nal in

one aware of the horrid

effects (f an "exclusively scientific atti
tude toward 1ife."116
Results particularly illustrated by Aylm
er and Dr. Rappaccini are the dehumani7ing of the deta
ched observer of life
and the sacrifices of the objects of expe
rimentation, which in
those tw,, examples included human live
s. Of course, this
lack uf sy, lathy also nal cs the,- unab
le to create the bcautiful or to crbodv their ideas of beau
ty in an object fro'Jure.
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Dr. Rap2accini arc prototypes if the artists
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they have no awareness of the meaning of mora
lity or (-thief'
they are indifferent tewards religion.

This situation,

explains William B. .-;tein in Hawthorne's
Faust, occurs when
the intellect rules and there is no poss
ibility of reconciling
the values of science and those of Chri
stianity, nor one of
reconciling the opposites which are
inherent in the symbolic
process. Hawthorne's theory specifie
s that one cannot create
without "moral conversion" or percepti
on of the truth which
usually evolves by a tragic experien
ce of the heart.
Examples of imbalance of evil other
than Aylmer and Dr.
Rappaccini include such figures as Good
man Brown who suffers
from egocentric self-righteousness.
He is so possessed by the
idea of his goodness that hc will
not accept the truth that
man must contain some evil and that
only God is perfect. He
refuses to love his wife and children
because they are contaminated by evil and he believes he is
pure. An overzealous
defense of righteousness also lead
s to evil because, as in
this instance, it results in the deni
al of human love ant] the
isolation of the individual. Hild
a, an artist in The 1.arble
Faun, is so pure that she cannot
extend sympathy to her close
friend who has sinned. She does
not know that, in Hawthorne's
message, sin is the common quality
of all humanity; it is the
elment that r'rawe: ran together in
a common bond.
Thr painter in 'The Prophetic
Pictures" isa si- ilar
esxrr-ple of the artist ty[)(_ who
neglects hurrn syrpathy but has
(-1-eat ability; hot,r..7er hif- ability
is relative to his success
as a ranter, nnt as n !,eientist.
He too creates an ir- aL,re, a

J6
prophet:c picture (alo of supernatural cualtics),
which
brings him into centact with hiF conceivably cvil prier
s.
Insteat: cf facing thc truth and heeding its allegorica
l warning, h( runc fru, his profession, which necrF
sitates a cultivation of such prwcr, with fear and turn

tr th: liE,

of the

wanderer.
Stein, in discussing in his boa Hawthorne's Faust the
Faust [rages which are illustrated by characters
who in striving for illicit Inowlcege neglEct to real ire
their liTitattem3,
states that these ineividuals who arc atter..pting
to 1-now themselves nust learn that they rust not try to becom
e demons or
gods, but instead that they are inperfcct indiv
iduals who
can 1.i7e neanTne'ful lives, before they can
realize their own
personal roles in life.
These figures who do not attain a true vision
of rcalit- y
because they fail to profit by the warning
given by (-vil (by
refusing to accept it as a part of human
experience), are as
a consequence overwhelmed by it. They
attorpt to conquer
blindly the universal force of nature "of
which t'an is 2Lit a
tool" lx- cause they will not ccee to terms
with truth.

CHAP= IV
TI:.: ARTISTS:

DRON:AN

07iN 'ZARLAND

The attcr-mter' symbols of :v1: er and Dr. Rap?accini
reflecte-- the evil situation in which they were created.

The

fact that the objects of their achievement operated on the
less significant level of the allegory, instead of the
powerful redium of the living symbol, also indicatec that the
creation behind ther7 was deficient in sone aspect which was
the lac., Lf huvan sy:T.pathy.
The next embler, or attempt

syrbol to be cvaluatel,

according to Hawthorne's theory of the ideal symbol
or art,
fs the 1.'onLen image of a lady create
wood carver.

by Drowne, a Now England

His goal, as designated for hir by a ship owner

and cor'anCer, was "the hannscrcst

r ar.:e that the s' ill

or

rrn can cut out of ti7ber"; thorefor-,
,:rownc, lite nil the
other artiFt types, attcrpted to create the
beautiful—an
ideal

orh of art (p. 111).
The source of t c ob;ccts cn which he
coneentratrr- his
•

Trc,

rh he shcpc-. intt

fe::--cam: directly

t-cr.s In nature, cerroDon11.7- wit
in''icate..2 by 177iwtherne.

t'
t7

fiurCc‘earTs fir i
.L17

t:t than that (If.? A

w

p7ofc-IcNn,

is cl:::.;er to
or and Dr. 7:-

r.c:Cr -7, the

wc.rr] carvir;
.
, !qas rr.ore of r'ect;n el
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skill and was net considered inside the realm of what is known
as conventional art with painting, sculpturing, or writing.
Nevertheless, his methods and skills are very similar to those
of the actual artist.
The ship owner requests that Erowne "lay aside all other
business and set about this forthwith" (p. 1117).

This tempo-

rary isolation was considered necessary by Hawthorne, during
the time of the creation, so that his creative imagination
could develop to its highest point without interference by
the harsh everyday life, although the artist could not stay
in isolation to the extent of breaking all ties with h'Jmanity.
prowne agrees to devote all his time to the project, saying,
"I'll do my utmost to satisfy you," and begins his process of
creation (p. 1117).

Because he works at night and in secrecy,

there is an atmosphere of imaginative mystery linked with his

-,;;4t.,••

endeavor; hi.; usual admirers become "sensible of a mystery in
the artist's conduct" which reminds one of the world of
fantasy sought for by Hawthorne.
A description of Drowne's image during an early stage

oPA-%

of creation shows signs of following close to the specifications of ideal art as professed by Hawthorne:

"It seer:'d

AS

if the hamadryad of the oak had sheltered herself from the
•

unimaginative world within the heart cf her native tree, and

sr.

that it was onIy ru,..ces.lary to rerove the stranu shap'Aessness
that had incrusted. and reveal tie grace and lovelim2ss of a
divinit:" (p. 111S).
;

Even in tl.isiniLial step of the procoss

therk! was "an effect that Cre , fro ey, frcm the woo(•7n
-7
,

•

r,Q

cleverness of Driwne's earlier nroductiens anr" fixed it
upon
the tantrali:. inrr. r ,-stery of this nrw nr(ject" (r). 1113).
The power which
LntLllcCtua

rowne pocre: was different fror the

r factual Inewlcdr,%

of Aylr-rr and Dr. nappac-

cini uscd in their attempts to create the beautiful.

Although

he was very young, the woodcarver, through the skill
ful use of
his hands, had attained a great deal of reconition
and
admiration in his art; his exceptional talent, obviou
s since
childhood, is described as "a knack—for it would too proud
a word to call it genius--a Lnacl• , therefore for the ixoita
tion
of tie hiy-an figure..." (p. 1117).

His power was of the head

and the hands as c17):DoFc.d to the heart, but it
was a -ift of
t:_ rind enab1in5 hi- to cxhibit rechanical f,1
ill in his
trade, not an accumulation of scientific facts
.
As alr,!ady

cntioned, Prowne's wooden images wore so

forred that they only lace( "ono other touch,"
but the concern here is with his ultimate achie
vement.

During

this tire, howe%rc-, since these former wcr's
, Drewryo had bcen
deeply involved in the single tact

of creating the Lost

beautiful figurchoad for the cc:Irander's ship.

As he pro-

1-,c1 explains to an art it friend nacod Copley
(who
per-es as a !nowlecricable critic of Drown
e's wor'As) saying,
"1:ut
cr.c a liFht into my r- nd...that tcc onn
touch
wh ich you

of as ("cficient is te only onc that unuld
bc

-rul: vauatlr, an: without it thflrc
eJn,rtionf7' (!).
of ar..

rinc arr no
ct-T.pr.--r his
4.
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;ffcrence betwern a "sign-post daub" arid one of the paint.- r's
"boat Pictures."

This acceptance of this particular truth --

the rcali7atien rf hu limitations--distinruishes Drowne's
proc-...ss fro- the obscssi,,e quests of Aylmer and Dr. Eappa
ccini.
with this

nowledge Copley can not understand why Drowne's

images did not show the advantage of the "singular
dept..: of
intelligence" (Lnowledge of truth), for he believed, as
Hawthorne, that "that sense of deficiency...and which
was so
rare in a rerely mechanical character aust surely imply
genius" (p. 1119).

This genius could be that one required by

Hawthorne for the ideal syrbol of art.
,-valuation of the imaL:e will determine whether or
not Drewne has developed the theor;, involving tIP
ideal
corbinaticn.

The initial effect of this image on the ^ritie,

Copley, who rakes statements analogous to Hawth
orne's

_f.:2s1.

theory of art and therefore very advantageous
ones, is one of
astonishment.

He Fa:'s, "If this worh were in marble it would

ra- yrsu faz-ous at once; nay, I would alros
t affir- that it
would be an era in arr.

It is as ideal as an antique statue,

and yet as real as any woman whom one meets
at a fireside or
in the street" (n. 1120). This valuable
statement of the
cri.t'c includes the very cotrbins.tion of the
e,
:collPncr of
Gree' .cul-,tu2c with the war-th and
vitality of Lurrrn r_y- nathy--1-, rf rc'T):
_r,tTun of c1ar ic ierr ;Alf] rrTantic7s----.rd
it
-1-11krrY of '
rrt-

- irh le: 7ureo(an -r.Ln;

i'al 1 .7ut:-

it Lrig.:-

This cr' et r!.)nr, 11, a
o

51.

arrive at

ccs i n conecrninz: it

of art ar Hawthervo

/efinrC it.

-ucres as an iCeal syr bel

It rust give truth through

the process cf creation am., corrunicaie this truth with suggestivencs; it rut possess organic vitality and
it rust
have a satisfyinz effect en its creator.
Hawthorne, and Coleridge, ha( ,-.tated that through
the
process of creating, involving all of one's powers
of intellect, unCcrFtandim; syrcpathy, and irarrination, one
is able to
perceive the truth that Ln to bc tic

of

Drowne says, "A well-spring of

gushed within

as I wrourfht unen the oa:: with
an: faith" (p. 1120).
uhich

1

cne cf t

3

iL

a

inwcr:
7.

rtrength, and sful,

u:olc

Ile had perce-eC an

r,ri- ary rceu- Lt

nati.lcal truth

that

it

-

accept

te truth

f the synbol of art;
c,

ir7pcs -'1)1'.?.

for. t:e

Tflost fertile La-ination to have atteineC withou
t copvirz
fret- real protot;,.7cF" (p. 1120).
Ar

for the ranner in which the image conveyed this
truth,

it was thrcu-h su7gestiveness, indicate

by such phrases:

"vague in rutwart: presentn,ent," "irregular an

rinty outwore.,"

";-nerol Car in," an0 "though not preciseiv
regular" (p. 1120).
The -tory ale-c in%leatos that "the observ
er rather felt, or
W=4 5 1CC

(7:.
r'!i

1.1.2

to iracrine, thco, rcally
.

T7•-

was

is ./cr:
.

tr

intenCe0 by it"
!'rr-7cri:,tion

t.
- r7rot
flr-

7n. '
17r,
...1 17

tz-

; 1";. 1 :7•`

Thc
'
1'1(

nt crC

his own concptirn of the syrbol.
prcec5,s of perception

The "Censcness" of this

rthc rcancn

the final achicv,:-

rent, if nuccessful, is "subtly Lacinativc and only occasionally ble: ishc% by th:
,
The iraL.:(

inc.: of rechanically obtrusive fancy."117

- cfinitPly rects the stanr.arCs which Hawthorne rct

for this 'cans of corrunicatin-, truth; he r,uch prcfcrreC
the
rich --1.1F. nticnc ,
:s of the synhol above tir ,:ircct or eidactic
stat( ent.

The author's own conception of the ro:- antic

tcer: placcn surrere

alue cn an art that "rusrests far pore_

than it shows' (p. 1120).
i:thorn

'S

i:e.a of thc true 1 i in.-r'hcl of art wan

an oranic :etanhor--a
conc..; truti.

n-ccsrarv in crr2n- to

The story rclatc,
. tat "gradually b

a r.vic

tiuch, int .1 7L, nce an' “ensibty briL- hten threu--1- the
features, ;:it-h all the effect of light glear,ing fcrth fru,
within :hr' solid oa;:.

The face b(carc alive" (p. 1120).

She was ro lifclile that when L'rowne displayed her,
his
6

ranterpiec-, for the people of the villaLfe to enjoy and view,
the': b-hcli

the ficurc with fear because "as if, not beinr

actually hu-an, yet
lr terna'1"--1"

FO

1121).

confurc the rcal 1 fj
*

liLe huranity, she rust be sore:thins

cen'i.ncin 1- dive.
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In

'r theory, b( auty 1,70.E inherent when
th€

quality of truth uan possc-sse(:
by the imaT:e: to hit- beauty
war
r:esh• to truth for it was truth.
As for )rownz 's creat
facc, it
a beautiful, tcugh not precisely
reu1s,r
ar ,.! sor cl:•f;s1 4.: haurhty asn:..ct but
w it!-: a certa in r i7uanoy abo
ut
t Cs CyCS ant! r- outh, which of all
expressions, woult: havz
cre7 the r ost ir.00ss ible to thr
ow over a woor]c:.n ceuntenance"
(p. 1120).
In aa- ition to this beauty an

truth within Drowne's

image, this passage also sugges
ts, by the "haughty aspect"
ant] "piquancy about the mouth
am:: eyes" incluC,ed in her
exprcssicn, that a little of the:
clvil quality coulr: resUc
her for7. Copley, the artist,
noticed the "look Trade up of
priCs, coeu:..try, anc: F•learr:
of rirthfulness" on her faco,
which
he interprcteC: a,
: her cnjoyrcent of the_ aCrf
iration of her image
(p. 1123). But th::. "bigot
s of the Cay" suspectef: "the
possibility of evil spirits enteri
ne' into the forr" (p. 1123).
This presence c..f •*oo(7.1and
zvil suF:gentc.., the reconciliati
on of
oppostes which t' e author
be.lic•.-e( was achicver7 by the tru
e
syrrbel,
in.c- it a (*ynanic quality.
It also reflects the
Ilan- in: h ich results frc:
. the resolut ion of goue, anti (-.vi
.1 in
the irage.
T'

icr loCy

i's il sy--, 11c.1 nf Lrt.
•

's requ irerentF; for the
It: ass its

artist in

rceiviri

-un:cate:7 tn..1t:1 by t, v.F...ic
stivcrs:::; it lics

•

"

i•
;r1 •11
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No**.

- truth: p.nr."' the bc,,,uty
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":"41.00411111,10.001.00Pliit
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art; "it

s a way of rcn(crin[

to thr totrl

7-inr", through the r- c.C.iur, of huranly -)(rsuarivc. syrbnls.

It

is a roans b: which the artist achirves a treat (cal of r,atisfaction; for a-, a true_ syrbol, its effcct is "to rrAse an( to
-1 vern

711: ant. Ilcart" bceause, accerl'ir,:: to the author's

concept, it

ti.: conflict of cpposinE principlc

in

i.newleCre of his worh of art was sufficient fGr
Drowne; he felt the cmposure and satisfaction which
ccr)es
after one's cor,plction of a successful process.

He refuscs to

accept any ronctary reward for the work, suggesting that as an
artist the process of creation was enough reward in
itself.
He says in regarC to Copley's corrent on the
sculptor's rules
of art, "1

now notIling of r-arlAc statuary, and I i:n'w
noth-

of his rut—

of art: but of this uccden inagc...I ray F:ay I

,now sorething....If I can pru_uce rry Cesirer:
effct by
painter] woot: those rules are nct for -e, and I have a
right in
ther." (p. 1124).

The artist, not3ng the wocr'carver's

foci in: ;If acco--'ishrent enritlinz
. hir to transc:nc: all -ul
!tatc

that h

has "tho v ry spirit of genius" (p. 1121).

Drcunc - .

tntercnt that he has schic-,c,.:

-:up;ort

L

an

cenclu.cs the ana'ysis of the ira,se,

thccry, it

rossible h

LtE. 2int

or creation.

tiro

it

,s -z

oranic
-.-rve. the

a Iirly

It will bc intt. resting to

1..:.eha,,eLl woof". cr,r.o.,- r,
r 1-* t

cc

accui::ition of ,:.r1 .e.plc of the

crentirn hin
ef t

t_Lr

:-:rbol of art.
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-y7 br;.

wc11

(ttccting the contrasting . le:Tents cf -Cot,

creat:on with thoc.. tf Al-lr- er and L.r.

1:7Aoaccin1.

It has alrraLy beon ;entioneC that
talent frr carvin
-c:

la( a r'istinct

woc,.on irci:s--hiL Lift cf thc

t:e tir,1 h? Ccvoted all h

int—but

powers to the

fi:ur...hrr.,-. if the la y, a new power had been accuirc ,- ;
ins2ire

ivirg hir the' "sin:-ular Cepth of

hir

intc1LLnce."

had given hip, thc ability to give

to the irae "thc ether:al csscnce cf hmanity," of which
"the slightest potion wculc

have outvalueC the utmost degree"

if his forrer talent which was antiroly a rr,chanieLl shill
far carving figures (p. 1118).

The first sign of an a,2Citirna:

Power is irr:icate( as the artist catches a rlimpsc of Drot,ne
rri:-at-c:
- in

e prccess of creation: hc was

bc_nr!!n-f, ov-r thc

'Ialf-c-eatcfl shape, anr'. stretching forth hi,- arms a.: if he
hay' ombracc: and erawn it to hi: h:.:art: whtlo, har.
such a :iracle been possible, his countenance cprcssee
nass'cn cnou-h to crrrunicate warmth an
:ifele:-.s La," (o. 111(
:).
confix:h-crt"
fc.1 4-er.

That this passitn was Prrsrnt is

when thc wcoLcarvcr spca!s of "this rreatur,
:. of r7,
anti (cpth of passion •Cat caus:...-: his -.-oioc
t.cOopl.

.-aw for thc

ssi('n cf human love which, in
s(e:yt

- to thr-

"that

k

ljfc that hat'. bc(.7) brcathoC irito the ;').
...c- cs
1 1.2(1-121).

ACt of th;..- hcae

rj,...7ne':-

hocs

hart, poctic Insht

-rAe.ntial by fli-:,
- :thorno: therrfcre., It

Es or

of

1,4
that th,- quality of the svnbol--a

r-r-aric metaphor--

revcala the sa-c quality of tho precc--

hind it, which is

also ideal.

ral to create the

Drownc has acconpli:hed his

beautiful becauFe he had attained the rir- ht
or'hination of
powers, illuatratin3 Colcriege'- statenent, arc
Hawthcrnc's
belief, that images only lo.-tccPe "pectic /Cr wor:s
of art7
when huran are intc-llectual life is
transferrer' to ther from
the poet's grcator's7 own sp3rit."118
It was also Coleric's and Hawthorne's
belief that
"every human being, then is, so far as he
perceives anything
at all, a creator and an ideali7ing
,119
agent.
Bee:ause thrcus
.h
lo7e Drowne was allowed to perceive his
linitations, and
through perception he acouirod the power of
idealization, he
was able to create a Living synbol if
art. AS the sohrce of
the inspiration and the object of his
passion, Drowne had a
beautiful lady from real life as a r.oCel.

His Lowe for her

was so intense that he even leo: ed
upon the wooden ircve with
"a lover's pasrinnate ardor." The
process which coincides with
Hawthorne ''z theory of beauty and love is
Cr-scribe( by Copley
he rays, "Nc wonder that nhE inspired
a rcnius into you,
and first c7eatee the artist who
aftrm'arer created the
ir•a -e" (p. 1124).
nor'
th4

r. Ra -o'ecoin1 were not ailowcf4 to
pocacse

cf 14-lo true

encc in th.

cf th-Tr
'c,ulnnt rc ç
T

, .rery

:3s c'tcr'
•

•

ara! dcpcn.the truth
7fT-.t,ott

of tl-,eir i

tat'-nr; tlIc\ fclt no nrcr: fir huran lovr.

a

rosult of t..eir i, balance thPir cr'blerof achiewpc!nt becaf.o
alloflory, a lerr effcrti,:c forr of corr
unication, whercas
Drounc acr:uirci thc errbination which
cna 1Acr'. hir

to create

the rr;:anic - otal-Hcr, which was the
iC:al aim of Hax.thorn:'s
conceptTrn cf ru.antic art.
Drof,me'

:4

attainn-ent of the "lirht of iLac-ination

crIC •ensibility" was only temporar
y; live "rem]eroi hir a
genius for that on
occasion" (p. 1124). The story poses the
possibility that "in every human spirit
there is itragination,
sensibility, creative power, geniuc, whic
h accurCinEf to circur- star:err>, may be eithr.r Ccvelopel
in this world or shrouCei.
in a ra-1 cf
(p. 1123). Throw-h Drown , Hawt11:r
n
illurtrrt.- s the
coThiration
his' ,thilf 1-; to r :
, v-1(,7
his crest:w powers by layin-f asicle tatc
rial labors. 2ucn
thcucl- 't wa - only for a short
, Hawthorne supports the
value z.f '.selaticn in "The Hall of
fantasy" by rtatins, "lot
us bc
rorcly an occasional visit, for the
sa -e of spirituali7;r.- ti f-rcssness
of actual life, ancl
prefiyin- ourselves in a -tate in
which the ic:_oa shall be all
12 )
in all.art'rt type who proposer] to crea
te the bc_eutiEu

1

a tz:lent
!:air
cf

r
•-•Lo

porres,“%7

trr_••
t.

s i11fi wit:

hans; hir

wa, net: =.2ctunl!v in7f(c the realr

r.rt.

artitic
tt r•r
":

i•

-....V61"roMrormwr 110111m

1•nr

1

'orautiful" in t:ir
ars accnnpanin

Qtor:- of C- c Fard( tit:c.

—arltry

cursur-,

his rain 2ower--an artistic rift or th:

rind --an-:, they are alsc conducted at nicht
end in secret,
especially when he becorcs r ore invol”rd
in his atterpt "tc
put the very spirit of beauty into forr. ane
give it notion"
(p. 156). The object of his conterplation
and idealizat:on
was the butterfly. He attcrptr
to "spiritualize rachincry";
he rakes trips into nature to observe
the living butterfly in
order to learn
ro that it could he furor into his
mechanical one.

This goes alonL wit

Hawthorne's ror-antic

theory that nature and natural surrcurCin
-rs are

b2r:t

sourcc of ol)fccts for accuirinc: the ideal
,
,yrbolic truth in
art. In fact, the author note- '.:arland'r
proper selection:
'Tho chase of butterflies was r,n act
c-Mom of thrpursuit in which he had sncnt sc ran:
roldon hnur-; but -;cul.'
the beautiful idea ever bo yielded tc his
hand lihe the butterfly that symbolized it?" (p. 251).
i
This passage incic
ates that Ya2land ha,: the :arc intcntton as Ilawehorne. This is expressed
in the story as the
artist's rerpcnsibility: "Alas that
the artist, whother in
nr,ntry, or what ever rust conte
nt hid -elf with the inward
enjoyrnt nf the beautiful, but to
chsn the flitt:n- myrtery
!7eycn,:" t
cf h
cthcrl :f,rJ, 7r,cr.h its frail
T:. 3tcrial
(tMr-127 w(1.7,.s7,

:^t,7C. "1-c, --vr
fr.

(7: T"

252).

In
to

r.uch ecnfl ict betwc en nater,ial
C

r.ochan ic „and pract i cal

C

ane acr-thcti.c, md icat bye

of the i-,rt. irt 1.c I ifo in the Arc
rican society, with "much
thourht, 7- inutc toil, and a!tir.
arLxict. thrnuh the use of
all hiF2
0-,7en
succce(n in cr - ating his i.C.c_‘al
bel cf art—the butterfly. An
imrocd iate factor in favor of
the sy!.'hol is t't.at it represent
s to the Ron:antics beauty
in
ideal forn.: "its ancient ass
ociation with the psyche is
in
full accer'..1
the subjectivity inherent in
Romantic aesthetic theory; furthe:rmore, it
spectacularly demonstrates the
metacrphcEis Zmerson called
'the law of the universe. ,l21.
'
arlan: bears the final rcsult
of his labors to Annie,
hi c in --)i -ation, an preccnt
t as "this roiritualirot:
herrcny of riction, tJs n„t-ery cf beeoty."
(p. 262). The narrater commen
ts, "Naturc'n dc2ai butt- rfl
y
was here r.ali7cd in all
its perfection" (p. 262).
The
ryFtericuc exality asrociate
C with the butterfly arlr's to
its
Th- effect c'f- centact bctl
icrn tl.e butterfly
charactrrs reprcrcntative
of natcrialisr Ceadcns its
colcrn and finally crush-s
it, -uggestin: thE effect
of the
-Iractical
un 1- ho. crcativ: artist's
end: 'ors. For this
re-a -in both Drowne anr: Warl
an-, had to submit to iso
lation in
cr,:cr tc crc3tc.
ninry'hnl, L1
cul

net

rrea -ure

ec id
,r

(- unlit:12F we:n_ so lifeli
't that

whrth,:r t' c butt-rF1 v "1.7!
7ircr if Yon rnuFc;. -ti
.

-

Th

"arti;:t

of t

i ul"

is, "It r.ay wc1) b

for it 'as absorbrd

a

to possess lifc.

ryn beina into it-r-lf; and in the

secret of that butterfly, and its own beauty--Yh
ich is not
rercly outard, but deco as its whole syste
r--is represented
the intellet, the imaEinat;on, the sensibilit
y, tht_ -rul of
an :trtist cf the Beautiful:" (o. 262).

He has embc:died i, cas

of the beautiful into a r.cchanical butterfly,
creatinr, a
svt'bol of iCcal art, the orr-anic rctaDhor.
t

These coal

- inclu .._( in his Cetcripticn sufT!!cst he has
the !ns7ire:.

cenius cf the truc romantic art'st and hir
symbol refl.?cts
such an :-cal ccrbination as aCyccild by 1:awt
horne''
, throry.
The !

-rbrl- of art crcat

b

Drcwr:' and 4arland illu-

cArcto a( sth:tic rralit7 as described in "Thc
,inticue
this- sttcr,crt:

"fru i:now that I can never s_prrfte- th
122
ideal fror the syrbol in which it r:anif
cstr itself."
This
inscoarablc resclution i: a requisitt of
the true syrbol.
Li;:c Drcwne. ':arland's process of creat
ion included a
co!bination of inrcniuus :lechanical skill
s anc hut-an love.
the scurce of the watchmaler's inspi
ration was a beautiful wcran, frr he "had nfIrsistrd in
cenrectinL all 1-1 -• droars
of
-Armuit with Annic'F
uris t
viHble
SI-la - C1

in -:tich the rniritual po,,;er that
he uorshir,n7,. end on
to lay a nct unworthy uffc'rin•:"
. (p. 257).
ITainatien.
L:.

unr

t.

that nro,..7nri

a r
. ;i

i7ro'

uffriur -

not LF a7)parent1y traic as that
of •:9r1ond's when he loses
Annie h hc r rarriayie to RO-crt
Danferth. Yct her leve
continuLs to inapire Warlane's
efforts end enables him to
create a ryrbil that has ccre
fror "hir raf- ter'n heart." The.
loss cf nni: am:: the lach of
svrpathy for his artistic
pursuits al, c -t destroy Warl
and; he is forcce into is(l
arion
because cf the conflicts of hi 5_
profession. Here the writer
describes the sort of characte
r wl- ich the ideal artist 7-us
t
acquire: -A -orcc of characte
r that seers hardlv cornetib
le
with itr (h- licacy; he must keep
faith in himself while the
incredulous world assails him
with utter disbelief" (p. 248)
.
The tears WI! ch stained Drow
ne's face and the 2eriod
of Warland's desolation indi
cate the tray necessary
for
"the purification of 'that
inward sphere" and the
consequent
attainrent of truth. Hawthorn
e believed that the heart was
the only way leading to trut
h, and Drowne and Warlane
illustrate this process. Roy Ealc
asserts that in Hawthorne's
worts, efforts to achieve art
without trac.ey can only bc
rechanicza and that until this
perception, "artistic or moral
conversion," occurs "the
Romantic categories 'Grcanic
' and
ca
rerr3in an:1Di uous ten-,
Ln art and ethics."123
Rei-L Drowne ane Warland
achieve the "crowninF' rierv"
or conly "in!-,trent7; of
a hi:her power." It
rnt, by t r cr-anie syr holy
cf art crente by tilnre twe
srtirt
es, thpt they Cie: perceive
the truth ane achieve a
23: a l ,
e1
•7' r.•

ern
•-

TrLy .'.0

cn, p. 3.
.

This book
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reccnciliation cf opperitcs by unit in,- the organ LC and rrchani
cal in the ph-,sioal object, n e.uality cf t
Particularly
tcrri

t:

ideal syrbol.

arlan0's nrcer - of cr- ation rclatcs the

about tlx. artist's 'tr1ir:L1c, but also the

rrat

satisfaction involveu in "renderinc raw material and
heated
thou,..r,t into malleable form."12h T1,reugh Annie
"as reprsentativc of thc werld,'

arlcnd had successfully combined "the

concrete particular and the universal," hence
performing "the
rcspcnsibility of the artist.

But, ac it

rtated in the

romance, "the wcrld could never say the fitting worc7s
or
feel the fittinE sentiment which sFould be the
perfect recompense of an artist who synbolirin3- a loft:
roral or a mat - ri '
trifle, convertinE what was

riritua

,c1C, had won the 5, au-

tiful into his handiwori," (p. 265).
One of Hawthorne 's mor:t informed bil
robbers, G.E.
vi ocdberry,

that "Thc

',1.-tist of the Penutiful" is

the unic,uc !trr- "representinr Hawt,
orne's powers, Tether's,
and suecess:s, tcchnlcally and
temperamentally as well as in
the im,aL- inative reach and spiritual
appcal," by which he
125
Phould be tAlown.
7

Throw-II Warland's proces:
,, of creation, he demonstrates
that -the reward of all high performance
it be sou,sht within
or
for the materialistic observers of
his trumph eoul . not apreciate
71.“-1 alue of the
to thc arti_Pt i In thi- (.n:u77,7nt of
renl! y that
0'
•
u':

3_211 T:
'•

1 4„

_

..''',101+0.A1111:TW

r

.

7';
fuse h1!-. iCces into a pl!ysical obieet—not th

;

-}prr_-

A

cia:_ion for tL. ,yrhtl.

;.nnic's chil., mista.:ins- the ;_olCen

mechanical buttr_rfly for a living cr:,ature, at orce
t:cs.onstrat
the SUCCCFS cf t.c symbol in givinr: the
illusion of C.ynamic
life anC. th, irpcssibility of sustaining
its ideality :n
clutch of warr 1- ur.on activity.

But the synbol continuis to he

vastly imp rtant in that it ataes the
romantic fiscal of the
b,autiful, inclu 1

roral truth, perceptible to thr porn].

scncias of all rrcp1c

ho choose to view It in the --cr>er ry:r-

spective.
Ane even r.orr_ vital, these T .- 1
created 1):- D-rsY'ne an

1.:arland reflcct cr ccrr•onicatr th7:. idal

process by which tl-,r artist who
crLatc 3 uc-.

i- c4 s cf art as

the ie1. ccrhination f.:an

11C2S

ust cot bine thr r-r-en'c an

the

mcchanical, the if- cal and the real, heart and
hear, the.

•

rational and the Irrational, the :- artrcular
and the unIversnl,
as well as other opposin princinlcs.
Through the act of
experi rr'Trg thrsc t;.4.) Leal creations,
one becotfics aware ef
the ran: facets cf Hawthorns art
and the richness of
tryf conveyo::
the organic svrbol, as 12011 as the
trialf_, are
cxperLnces of any creative intrli- ct—l-ut
particularly tf the
art :- t. 7ven tl- cugh these talcincluCcC w th in th'e
Irtrar: aclfr-,- - ntF7, the
•

irs!hts int: Lis motho,7
- of co:-- unication cco.uircc:
threug,
n

7 yr

^

Tr'

thr

of

(.r

•••

-7 c 7."t.'d•d'ir.
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:his investigation of Kawthornc's synbnls or
iraFses
- cntin7 the Latinate achic,vepcnt of
varying artist types
and ccnsccucnt dcviatien in rethoc:s uf
artistic crEatien
cxerplifies frcr both a poitivc and negative point
of view
the resultant accunplishr nts of the
contrasting processes
used by the artist types. Ha:,thorne's
selcc*ien of the
artist typcs, their different
terperan'ents, and the va,
-iour
situa-,ien ;ch can result fr, the
atterrpt of artistic
creation cer,bine to create Hawthorne's
world of irainative
rcality: an atPcspherE where the iCcal
ant] thE real can
:rect.
The ir.a,Fs created by the sole
power of intellectual
flewl.e, ge. illustrate the impossibility of
creating true art
with such an i-balance. Hawthorne
shows these achicvercnts
as
tc function as organic sy:71,ols
and as brccr:77.nc onercpc:_fripl allegory. Thus he irplies
that the matl-,cd bc:hind
crr.LtiLn was lacLing in rc:c quality
that he r'eereci
ccntinu-. exarinaion of these
atterpted s:mbole
cubstantiatQs this idea, for such cc.-tfst t.,
7;os. ,Drove to be
pc' FCS:,C.'. w h :ho ifride cf
intLllect h ich i-elates thcm
frr7- tY-c
an: w;lict, by :t_ i:r'ucticc hi ns
thc
O

that they .. not perceiv( the truth
neccsrary for the creaticn
of art.
((vr-vEr, t .cre hllcgorical iragcs are ',aluable in their
sin1c (;tatc-ent if warning of the
(.ariEcrous rrults involved
in chscsi-i intc 1 1 ,- ctu..1 pursuitr. In
ouch quests the
hiTjects to htcore involved with the human
heart
ich i

e rnly "avenue" to truth, thereby
Cemonstrating

Eawthorne'- strong belfif in the n(ccssity of
human sympathy
for the perception of synbolic truth
vhich is essential to the
process of artirtic creat;cn.
The ,
,yrrbols of Drowne amc -arlani], the wcoCcn ira

and

the 5utterfly, rest cloc.ely
approxinatc living organic 1 etaphcrs

c of i((-al art.

By reflecting the qualities

rDecifi.-' in Hawthorne 's concept of th(_
syrbol, they int'icate
that tfrr situaticn out of which they were
created was the iCeal
process of orcaticr. That motho.. was
funCan,ntal to the cicveloprr.ent in the artirt of the qualities
ecn-iecreil neccsrory by
liawthorre f, the croatiin cf art.
'ur.thrr ana':sis of those i(cal syrb(1,7
r(vcals the
conbinction of incl1 ct. cr prrtic in ight,
vith war- human
Fyr-s the only successful
ccrbination in the process of
artistic c-cation. ahc wpc,r.cn ;rfarfc anr:
the butterfly rcprctrutn as a cul!.ination of -)r(cess
which effects the resolutiun
.rici),los. IC:al beauty an a vrrt
1ife1;ic
z:rr thrrr'in ccl-luncatre. by sur- cr.tivcnr
,(c. and
thr cr!bn:rn
(ffect that the artirt who create6
t

b

:
-,
;4.7P,cticr to ns hi h a

rrce

DS
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Love are. involv r ent uith huran
syn.r.athy recuirc: contact
with hen- an ity result inc in "tra
r ic v
in" on the part cf the
artist , or of any other crcat ih7c
in iv ir'.ual . Only thus can
an atta in en un!.:erstan,:- in17
of his fell ow n rn on Hawthernesque
. Only thus can he atta in
awareness of thc col,.ron qual ity
of imperfect ion which bin:.:s
all men together. Through developing anti following the process
considered ideal by Hawthorne,
the artists in these stories
create successful symbols of
art as they rise to their high
est aesthet lc and moral development. Their art achieves the
truly organic symbol, which
alone can represent truth.
thisIn

investigation Hawthorne's executio
n of both

allegory and the symbnl has
been observe,
'.

It is evidont that

this ors-anic metaphor, the idea
l symbol, has been effect ively
:r.vel.rhed by Hawthorne for
conveying his cohnlex thenry of
art. Us theiry inclur'es
a col- prchens ive v is ion of rc-?_alft
y,
or the truths of hur-lan expe
r fence. he accents the exis
tence
of in an,: hv ?I in the world
aryl stud ies their consr.quen.ces,
which are illustrctch: as
either (:estruct ye hr creative.
The 1 fEel iLc symbols of art,
creator! b: Drowne and `..'arlaw:, reflect the harmony
of opposing pr inc iples of 1 ifc
which
can be prce ived through
apprec it ion of the ideal symb
ol of
art ; th(
C ,7
ifv the sr rise of reward whic
h results from
hal anhed crt istic event ion.
In his organic etanhers
Hawthorne
ach i‘.ve;.7. a 1- cone fi iat ion
of opposite forces r. cre full
y than
'f "
1
.achivc:s,
c: r, zIchihvh, thh rhf.h- lutich

chTeh

ar

.•
•

•-•

+trooll—,...o..
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rechncal anC. orp,anic, the rezA
anr: the
anC. evil; he Loi
phvsica

ecal, and the c'oot

so by cr,'bur:.yinF., his co7ip1c7r thEory in thc

eb:r_ct--thr synbol.

Yhcn

crti,7ts Drc no an':

an: hnriin love, thcy wur

cor'hinc mechanical

with (;clicatc creative rrenius

to crEate rnlu,al syrbol of
art, they perceive ara' ormrunicatc truth; t;wy gain personal
satisfactipn arc'. as ruch au-iration cro7 ethers as the true
artist can ever hope for.
Through their creation of livi
ng syrbols, Hawthorne Oemonstrats
the usefulness of art by such
a resolution of the organic anC
rechanical in a wcrl',- raoiely
bccoring mechanized. The syn-b
ol
ta: es on ethical implications an0
a sort of spiritual
iu to
a wcrl: in which relifjcn, inCu
try, ar,
'literature were bring
orfretc
by - cchr_ni7at:cn.

thc

!..OE ir icat - thrcurii thes
e artistic creations an
c-,atcrs t,c
arf- necessity for esveloping
rurally

along w:th, and in :ace with
, technological aCvancencnt. The.
c2a^c'crr. inherent in in-'ifferenc
e to ratincr: t: is a0juc'trent
arc rvi.- ence':: in the failures
of the scientific prototypes of
the art t. .%ylrer ahr' Dr.
Pannaccini. The true artists,
1. fle
Drowne an Yarland, are able
to perceive truth and beau
ty, and
to 7%.Cr: these idcas appr
ehensible to hutranity, thro
ugh the
crLti- vr fe.,.(, of :1u,rn
but not by purely intellec
tual
nuruitc.. :Thtienal
itv such as that of ;,y1-cr
anr: Dr.
:ah7aceini [.ILL not attain
the i7aginatively creative
powers
,iei
intuiticr rf herrLpticn of
truth. Therefore
- or ,—
fLL-tietie :if( is rcv,dler
as c:orirable am]

7S
rewardin. rer:arCless of its li':itationr an,
: conflicts in thc
;.:cricar socirt.
Bcc.
,
:unc thcr

1. iv in

svrhcls cf art arc created by arti-

can:: anc -,rcfevsional Lin, r!'cl arc funetifnmLel, bers of
society,sur_fcrtin

that anyone who chooses to follow his

rethod can leao a crcctive 1 if. Hawthorne's practice
and
theory reflect t.(1 spirit of LE^locracy which pervact:
the
period.

Because his synbois were selected from nature or

natural surrcundins an" because his iCeas for characters
details l'crc tal- cn fru= thr ;Torican past or frnr his
own
obs.crvat'ins rcescr:cr: in the' notebco:r., his

_arly

cats the f ncleesin: fooling of inCeper, encc and
nationalls
in the rritel_. :ltate.
%, e-ican

This Cci,enr:ence or rir.c.,-t nu -c1 y

cterials rar:s the b(L,Innin:, of

r

trul:

cricn

litcraLurr.
Unli;

th

arUer

rclonial

1:ac4t!-nr'r 'or

w:re nct c_rTrrs or rcre reccr-'s of events.

Outw,

e:Tres-

c. icn of inn r truths in those srly
ro7entic tale': not only
:
_llustratcs 1:aYtl- crnr-'s organic theory of art and the
ryrhol,
hut also Ceronctrtcq the educational and
ethical value of
the ira:i_native. art which was relatively
new in Arccrica.
art was ;Inc'. fs a FAII-Ce of pleasure am]
new mean in.

Hawthorne

of art aro intc..-cstir7-. to conpars
with those of hiF

1
r

thornCr. crr7unicatir.n

*.J.7

:

(5sic,r, of

717.cr

nro

tAr
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in the necc!,rity cf t s ernnic
qualit: in art, only in Wi%lcn
rithor fuse ‘-hoir ra inti a conerEts
ira7c ar coLplet( 1 es in the 7rwthrrne sr,J)ols ci,Inwnrc
in Chant:rt. III an': Chapt(r IV. T!y rc1
thc conflict butween the orflnic an
thr reehanical, but they c:id net
6cal :2ith it resLluticn in
the syrbrl as thorouLfhly as c:id
Hawthorne. Ther;e
centl optiL)ists riniri7eC or ignored
the prcsence rf evil.
Thc tonicn cf the opposing
principles in Hawthorn,
>'' ,
t yrbol
was much :ore expressive than the
abLtrure statel, ents if
a'..rsen and Thor:.=au.
J1 though both Hawthorne anC Pne
bcrrowcri!

!At

i•

syrcbcis fro-

Gcthic lit raturc (cons:(ered a w11-"
row, source), HawthornJ''
ri en morc capable tf
crrrunicatinc I ivinc
il troti-c:
than the -e of Poe. Poe 's syrhrls lac:
th: 'vhrr ic eu;:lit; of
ilawthorne's. Lawthorne's atter- nts to
create a livin: orL-- Lnic
ietaoher lct. to the trarFforr.ction of
th. -tptie Ctc
srbols (c.,
4 wf,11 as ethr- ch 4 ects of
natur,- or nal- u*v.1 Fur-ounfi!inc-) :nLo f:yrlar.:c living
s.:hols.
ELth Hawthrrno

recozni:-ed the pri-senco of

evil in the wtrl-- and both
roali:z,
' the pcwer of the orgar“.c
,,
c_ ta,phor as, a va7uablo
ethical in- truent; hnwc,rer,
Hawthorne
was able tc accept evil anC
tr rolve the conflict cf
cvil
with gcr. 'n
1,.(a1 symbol of art. Hcl viii
epri.7cnts the
a, h'c'uitieF ,f cx-,LrCerce in
his li.ving 5v1 1 m1s.
-ucF, a thç r'rc.Ot
Y'alr. rrflect 1-r;r7
Cvfl
cr

rreonc;1-1-',,n
!d,

frc

Eawthorne's theory of art and his
symbols differ from those
of 'Thitran, uLo also believed
in the or,ranie theory of art,
but was an optimist whose
synbcls express his faith in the
future :iith a hopefulnesF
Howthorne's vision would net allow.
Hawthorne's uFe of the syrbolism and
the spirit of
domocracy reflected in his works
place hir in t:lr category
with thesr 'ircrican
Renaissance writers who share these
concerns. However, his achieverent
in these areas hos a
unique qurlity Erowing cut of
both his ohilcrephical
aesthetic values.
rot only did Hawthorne stsnd
out in his own tire hut his
contineirp: prominence ar a
creetivc artist can also bc seen t) ,
his influnce on later E..reat
writers, such as Henry James,
mafcr rrjca novelist in
the late nineteenth century.
Jar,css
theory of art, or fiction, was
-rreatly influenced by
Hawthorne'
originality anC, geniuF. He was
;Lost impressed by the
intensity
of Hawthorne's
vision of truth and the
effectiveness of his
literary form throuOl i which
he expressed it. James
was also
deveted to a study of the
moral problems or man. In
The rt
of
ctien he expresses the
belief (also Hatherm,'s) that
the
r,oral sense and the
artistic sense wore very
cicsely relatce.
17c, toe, chose to explore
in the remarce the
reanine:, of life
sre7 z r
- t throurh Lhe
artist fiLure, or the creative
rItcllret,
,7ho Ftrivc to r:ive
expression to this r.caninc.. Jar.
cs,
7uurC. a rrwarf' or sat! f..,
.ctien in the sest.::etie
of
artist. T.'d- th "
cer.ponr,. atiens ror the
lqrr
rf
r.s.rt:7 t:t

VaICON
,

•41

Si
Thi- observation tf Hawthorne's
organic retaphers as.
-hols of ir'eal art reflects the
educational, Ethical, aod
L.tsth:tio valu(s inherent in the art;st's
life. The value of
the ice.1 :-, yrbol for the artist lic-s
in It: ability ;() embrdy
one's iccaj. of beauty ancl truth in an
iraLe rrrceivable to the
ordinary :),,, rson; however, the .:vrbol also
stand!- alunr as a
sourer_ of plencure and as a valuable
instrurcnt in sugcesting
the pow-r arif: worth of art.
Hawthornr's thcory of art, as
oxprcsse,
thr; orEanic F.ycbolr, and the
artists who create
them, contributor: much toward a
justification of the imainative art on: the asthetic
sensibility of the artist within
the fraLewort, of a democratic
society.
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